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Selectmen & Other Town Officers
For the year ending December 31, 1995
FROM THE SELECTMEN'S DESK
I've spent some time reflecting as I finish up my third year on the Board and
realize that this has been a very rewarding and fulfilling experience . . . albeit
hectic at times. I like to think of the position as one which requires you to be a
visionary, a teacher and a learner; conservative but not to the point of being
penny wise and pound foolish. It is sometimes difficult to have the vision to
look ahead and try to determine the towns needs and then set a path for the
town. Indeed, the town wouldn't function without the help from all the towns-
people who give their time on various boards. A heartfelt thank you!
The first Selectmen's meeting after town meeting in March found the Select-
men having to deal with the resignation of two members of the police depart-
ment as well as serious concerns (in writing) from the State regarding the
safety of our police cruiser. After several phone calls to the Dept. of Safety and
other members of the DOT we felt we had no other reasonable alternative but
to purchase a new cruiser.
Things seemed to go smoother after that initial crisis and the rest of the year
found us dealing with more pleasant matters. Several large trees were cut
down and the back hill was groomed behind the town hall. The town hall roof
was stripped, re-plywooded, re-shingled and a few roof rafters were repaired.
Some sill work was done on the south side prior to our putting in a handicap
accessible doorway (more work to be done this summer!). The highway depart-
ment purchased a used grader and later found another great deal on an OshKosh
winter truck that will eventually replace the 1978 International. We are thank-
ful that the town has seen fit to put money aside so that we can take advantage
of a good deal when it comes along. The roads continue to improve (in spite of
all the flooding we've experienced) and we will continue working to replace the
bridges in town as money allows.
We made great strides at the transfer station this year, cleaning up several
piles of demolition material, removing several loads of tires and purchasing a
demolition pile roll-offcontainer. The inside ofthe library got a wonderful facelift
this summer as well as some major structural work. It looks terrific! We closed
out the year by signing on the Rand Pond property. It is gratifying to know
that no matter what happens with the boat access property, Goshen residents
will continue to have access to Rand Pond.
Summerfest and Old Home Day continue to grow, as the townspeople share in
celebration. This has been a most gratifying experience and I look forward to
continuing to serve the town of Goshen.
Mary C. Walter
GOSHEN TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1995
SELECTMEN









POLICE OFFICER IN CHARGE
Kevin C, Copp
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Judith A. Filkins, Ch. Trisha A. Caron
BUILDING INSPECTOR









Sherri L. Moen, Ch. - Patricia F. Dazet - Heather Barrett Downey
Lilyan B. Wright - Evelyn O'Connor - Melinda L. Merrigan





OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
John P. Hopkins
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
No One Elected or Appointed To Board.
DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Bryant L. Winterholer
MODERATOR
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Gerald H. Dickerman - Daniel W. Hunter - Christine P. Smith
resigned
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Douglas J. O'Clair, Ch. - Fredric M. Smith - Linda L. Janicke
Beatrice M. Jillette - Paul A. Barrett - Kandra L. Palmer
David W. Stephan - Bruce E. Hefka - Charles E. Ayotte
resigned
REPRESENTATIVE TO NH/VT SOLID WASTE
Sandra M. Lantz
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Mark R. Burns, Ch - Rita E. Purmort - Ruth N. LeClair
Arthur N. Nelson - Madeline L. Stevens- Gerald H. Dickerman
Beatrice M. Jil lette
PLANNING BOARD
Gertrude A. Konrad, Ch. - Arne E. Nilsen - Sydney W. Lorandeau, Jr.
Leigh H. Williamson - Kevin M. Scarlett - Frederick P. Faulkner
resigned
ALTERNATES TO THE PLANNING BOARD
Patricia S. Stephen George L. Hebert
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Douglas J. O'Clair, Ch. Rita E. Purmort
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Mary C. Walter - Ruth N. LeClair - Leigh H. Williamson
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TCWN WARRANT
TOWN OF GOSHEN
The State of New Hampshire
THE PCLLS WILL EE OPEN FROM 11:00 AM TO 7:00 PM on Tuesday, March 12. 1996
THE BUSINESS POmON OF THE MEETING WILL BEGIN
AT 6:30 PM on Saturday, March 16, 1996
To the inhabitants of the Town of Goshen in the County of Sullivan in the State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on
Tuesday, the 12th day of March, 1996, between the hours of 11:00 am and 7:00 pm
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. (By official ballot) "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the
exemption for the blind from the assessed value of residential real estate
for property tax purposes? This statute provides that every inhabitant who
is legally blind shall be exempt each year, for property tax purposes, from
the assessed value on a residence to the value of $15,000.00. The term
"residential real estate" as used in this section shall mean the same as
defined in RSA 72:29. All applications made under this section shall be
subject to the provisions of RSA 72:33 and RSA 72:34."
You are further notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on
Saturday, the 16th day of March, 1996, at 6:30 of the clock in the evening, to
act upon the following subjects:
3. To receive the reports of the Town Officers of Goshen and take any necessary
action thereon.
4. To see if the town will vote to increase the moderator's pay from $50.00 per
session to $75.00 per session. Funds needed for this increase are included
in Executive #4130.
5. To see if the town will vote to increase the hourly wage of the
administrative assistant from $6.00 per hour up to $7.50 per hour (to be
determined by the Selectmen). Funds needed for this increase are included
in Executive #4130.
6. To see if the town will vote to increase the ballot clerk's pay from $25.00
per session to $40.00 per session. Funds needed for this increase are
included in Election & Registration #4140.
7. To see if the town will vote to increase the hourly wage of the custodian
from $6.00 per hour up to $7.00 per hour (to be determined by the
Selectmen). Funds needed for this increase are included in General
Government Buildings #4194.
To see if the town will vote to enter into a three year agreement with the
Department of Justice for the purpose of hiring, training and employing a
full-time police officer; further to raise and appropriate $32,007.52 for
the first year of this agreement with the Federal Government to provide
$25,105.32 of such funding, the town's share being $6,902.20.
Federal Share
Town's Share
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 TCTAL
32.007.52 33,210.79 34,773.92 99,983.23
25.105.32 25.040.79 24.918.56 75.064.67
6,902.20 8,161.00 9,855.36 24,918.56
(Majority Vote required. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen
but not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of




4140 Election, Reg & Vital Statistics $13,990
4150 Financial Administration $17,000
4153 Legal Expenses $17,000
4155 Personnel Administration $12,000
4191 Planning and Zoning $ 2,000
4194 General Government Building $20,000
4195 Cemeteries $ 1,600
4196 Insurance $26,600
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. S 732
4199 Tax Map Update $ 850

















10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for
the purpose of conducting a feasibility study of Town Buildings and drafting
plans for the purpose of future expansion and to determine optimum usage of
town property and buildings. This will be a non-lapsing fund for a period
of five years or until the study has been completed. (Majority vote
required. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen but not
recommended by the Budget Committee.)
11, To see if the town will vote to accept the following ordinance as proposed
by the Police Department:
Goshen Town Ordinance Number
Sec. I No person shall drink or consume at any time intoxicating liquor
(as defined by New Hampshire RSA 21:33) nor carry or have in
his/her possession any open container(s) of intoxicating liquor
upon any public sidewalk., public street or way, public waters,
public parking lots, public beach areas, public parks or public
playgrounds within the Town of Goshen.
Sec. II Any person violating the foregoing ordinance shall, upon conviction
thereof, be punished by a fine not exceeding S100.00 for each
offense.
Sec. Ill This ordinance shall be in effect immediately upon passage.
Sec. IV This ordinance supersedes any outstanding ordinances relating to
public consumption or display of intoxicating liquor (if any)
within the Town of Goshen.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
























13. (By request). To see if the Town will vote to change the classification of
two portions of the present Class VI part of Brickyard Rd. pursuant to RSA
231:22-a, namely, (1) from the north terminus of the Class V section coming
from Center Rd., a distance of 300 feet, and (2) from the southerly terminus
of the Class V section coming from Brook Rd. a distance of 200 feet, and to
appropriate the sum of 540,000 to upgrade these two sections of road to
Class V standards, CW THE CONDITION, that the Plaintiffs in the lawsuit of
Stevens
.
et^ aT v_^ Town of Goshen, docket number 94-703 now pending in the
New Hampshire Supreme Court shall be withdrawn by the Plaintiffs, Mr. and
Mrs. William Stevens by March 19, 1996, AND, A FURTHER CONDITION, that this
reclassification of each section shall not take effect until each section
has been reconstructed and accepted by the Board of Selectmen at a public
meeting. This article has been designated as a special non-lapsing warrant
article by the Selectmen and the appropriation herein must be expended by
12/31/98. (Majority vote required. This appropriation is recommended by
the Selectmen but not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
14. To see if the town will vote to enter into a 5 year lease agreement to
purchase a backhoe/ loader for the Highway Department and vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,539.00 for the first year's payment. (Majority
vote required. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen but is
not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
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15. To see if the Tovm vill vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of






4312 Highway & Streets
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting












16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 518,000
(eighteen thousand) to replace a second bridge on Ball Park Road. (Majority
vote required. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen and by the
Budget Committee.)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sum for
sanitation: (Majority vote required)
Selectmen Budget Committee
Account No. Recommends Recommends
4324 Solid Waste Disposal $74,382 $68,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following suras for





4415 Sullivan County Hospice
4415 Lake Sunapee Home Health
4415 Meals on Wheels
4415 Southwestern






$ 250 $ 250
$ 500 $
5 300 $ 300
$ 250 $ 250
$2,604 $2,604
$ 250 $ 250
5 500 $
$1,000 $1,000




19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for














20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums to
be placed in established Capital Reserves Funds: (Majority vote required)
Construction & Reconstruction/ Septic & $8,000
Handicap Capital Reserve (1994)
Personal Firefighters Equipment C/R (1994) $2,000
Fire Truck Capital Reserve (1994) $4,000
Construction and Reconstruction of Bridges (1992) $3,000
Highway Heavy Equipment (1994) $5,000
Library Renovat ions /Addit ions (1995) $4,000
Compactor C/R (1995) $2,000
Town Hall Restoration (1986) $2,000
TOTAL: $30.000
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 to be added to
the Police Cruiser capital reserve established in 1978. (Majority vote
required. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen but not
recommended by the Budget Committee.)
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to dispose
of used equipment no longer utilized by the Town. This may be done by sealed
bid or public auction with the money received to be deposited into the
general fund. (Majority vote required)
23. Shall the town accept the provisions of RSA 80:80 providing that any town at
an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until
specific rescission of such authority, the Board of Selectmen to convey the
real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed? (Majority vote
required.
)
24. To take up any other business as may legally come before this meeting.
12
Given under our hands and seal, this 21st day of February, in the year of









































4130 Executive /"f 700 /9>, , SSa ^:^ uso\ -?/,3 50 /,3 0O
4140 Elec., Reg., 4 Vital Stat. f/ .70Q // v^a /^^W^P
!
/3. 49C>
4150 Financial Administration ^r><Q7 U,'^i^ /^.ooo /y./ai>o
4152 Revaluation of Property <9.ii. Son -f^ '•Q (S
4153 Legal Expense H , :> oo ^./S-(n /I r,nO /c>,c>o^ liON^
4155 Personnel Adminislralion '?:,nr>o i\5^9. . /^ ',, 00 c? ! r,,^^o ^,3.^0
4191 Planning and Zoning ,^' OC'iP • f.90 d^'iOOO <^.cOO
4194 General Government BIdg. Ay"' lpOo i(^.aq^ AO.ooo /9 .noo 1 , OoO
4195 Cemeteries 'i',(,or^ f'9-^h r/.OO 1 'I'.ioOO
' /
4196 Insurance J (../no ^3.'./o^ ci^.(pOO 'J.iLfnOO
4197 Advertising and Reg. Assoc. '^5 A ' 7351 7.3^ '7.3A
fax. Mrj p ' }f>occiir '^s^t^ ^J5- 9 SO sso
Fea-s ib.'l.T7| ' S+i.rl u O O /o,ooo /o ,000
4199 Other General Government -• ll
PUBUC SAFETY
li
4210 Police /w,aon /^, Co.^n /7. 700 /I.OOO 700
4215 Ambulance '^,9dV j: ^o^ ^' , nnn \ //non
4220 Rre /^'^SI5 /i.</< / '//. 6-A a 1 /'/.. ^AO
4240 Building Inspection (i-ffT ' ^97 ' s-c^ c>\ ' S-oo
4290 Emergency Management ^<o ^<so vso
1
^e-o
4299 Other Public Safety CoKS 33 m^ \ 'f-r 3-5 , r-O^
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS 1
'
4312 Highways and Streets 9^ 9-<fT) g^, V»-5- ? 3 . ^yT7T 1 ?.-^,^oO
4313 Bridges 'Vrt^ ' rQ. 'A/nn 1 ^oc^
ti3^6 Street Lighting '7,i< ^<7 .'5 5 5-1 -^^^
li
SANITATION 1
t323 Solid Waste Collection 1 1 1
i324 Solid Waste Disposal U^.^oo 6^3/^53 7-7'.?;?^, II L^.oon /<,. 3 ^c^







WATER DBTTllBimON & TTIEATOENT 1
4332 Water Services - 1
i335 Water Treatment 1
1 1
-1-^,^ -(C 3 =>rfr6 G- -G- I.OOO 1 /, noo
S '.- 1 -I r u A on ^OO 'a on ! '^0
HEALTH '' 1 II 1
.^14 Pest Control G- /5=i ^oo 1 (b BOO 1
^15 Health Agencies and Hospitals -5 , S'oo o?. 0<TV =^.&C"V 1 <3(oOiJ i
'^^j:.'J, ..'^-rcrr
' -e- a- ^o6 \ 'cb S 00
S'^.m^^r^ CorTer .^ oo 30Q 3ao 1 30 \
.S.,//'v5,-, r.-.V-o^c :,e. -y'TO ^<n -y^o 1 ^so
/f K iS./<=, cry\ k/hr-y-J^ ^ ^O -s^o ri^O i o?il
fir-r<< / Due S <o :ro ! ^0
WELFARE !'
1^42 Direct Assistance r o::n h^O'^^ '^,000 1 ^,nnn
;444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pay'ts. 11 / 1






Sub-Totals (carry to lop of page 31 1! i
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1 Sub-Totals ((rom page 2)
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recfealion
4550 Library q.ci 9^ c?,^?c5 <.^^3 6,^30
4583 Patriotic Purposes ^oo ^ -^ ST)/-) ' :S'00
;
4589 Other Culture and Recreation ''/// r^i. (^ £> /, oon /jOO O
1
CONSERVATION 1 hso 3 5"0 ' .55-.^ ^\o










4711 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
1
} 4721 Int.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
1





4901 Land and Improvements P)riC^
Vi^i
«
\A^ ^ e- <iOionc> -^ ^O'Oo o
4902 Mach., Veh., & Equip. P>acH^„^ /A •nd-P f ^ -& /(-> ,6 ^^ e- /o,^3'=i
4903 Buildings
^ / '
4909 Improvements Other than BIdgs.
ktar Hf// KesurYorf ^ e Sioo^:^ S.OOO 3,000
P,OlJ/ P^rt M. Bro^e & & /i^ , mo /ir.nnn
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT' 1
4912 To Special Revenue Fund 7, Don ^;3^r -0- -G
4913 To Capital Projects Fund '^''^.OOO ij<9. ^0 6 -^
1
-ri^






4915 To Capital Reserve Fund Qb.noo c:>(3,ooQ 3D/ SoCi .3<D,0OO S'oo
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds
'
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS i2Q0^D 3??W3i, SO^i^i^O 39/, 70/ //6.77f
Enter in these columns the numbers which were reviseii and approved by DRA and which appear on the pnor tax rate papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:18, 19&21)
Please disclose the following items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation)
3 Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items. S Amount of Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:19). Treatment Facilities. (RSA 32:21).
=^SA 273-A:1, IV "Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargaining whose implementation requires an appropriation by
;"ie legislative body of the public employer with which negotiations are being conducted."
Warrant Article #
• * Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen * *
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.

























3120 Land Use Change Taxes oP- oor) o 1 cSiOOO r:^ oao
3180 Resident Taxes ^ /O -0- ^
3185 Yield Taxes /O.nnn ^^, /-Jp /C^ ,nnn /Q lOnn
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes (Specify Bank Slocl< Tax Amt.) $
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes v.o.r^or) '3n,Q5-s- ,^S.00O .3SiOOO
Inventory Penalties ' ^ "/' ^ ^
UCENSES, PERMFTS AND FEES
3210 Business Ucenses and Permits ^no v/^ ^an .^(On
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees s^.nno fn'lJ,ni9' &O1O00 (^n.nnn
3230 Building Permits V^fT '^^.'T ' </nn ' </nn
3290 Other Ucenses. Permits & Fees J 'Jno / iC9-/ 1 'snn / /.^OO
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
' 1 /
3319 Other CC)PS ^ ^ ^S,/o£ ^ •
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue fJn.nnn <x?^,79 7 ^DiOOO do.nnr,
3353 Highway Block Grant oSO^/jT/ ^O^J.^ rOn^'jan^ c-in.Qn^
'& ' ^ -^.yno .irinn
3355 Housing and Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement C^ni, (oOU (non (eOO
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) Gri) n't /C/:i U r "t -o- J.^^^ -& ^
FROM OTHER GOVERNMENT '
^fiSOO =?/,.r<J/jll -^ &
CHARGES FOR SERVICES MLinH^'lCC^I '^Ofln f j:oaD -If, /J <il /, /^ ^ A /,rD^O
3401 Income from Departments CjOOIP< '/Uifs'Ic ii aa n, <',.^09\\ J'.^AA "/, p /JO
3409 Other Charges 'THi/jAJ '^'z' i L '^300 ' >.r^'n\\ ^ .^r\ n ^.=iOO i
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES II 1
3501 Sale of Municipal Property ^ 7U<J ^ B
3502 Interest on Investments ch €(LK A CCt^dS^ • o^/OOO r^./O'S?" r^jOOO <^/000
3509 Other fifi'ftjhd^ ' .^oo //*j '^ 1 ' ^ao ' ,9 on
INTERFUNO OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund 1
3913 Capital Projects Fund 1^^ /i t'^r:} / 'i^i 1 -fLnrl 7,^0? ^ 1 ^ -e-
3914 Entefpnafiiyi«< ^'P O^r^ / <i H 1 C-R /d', 100 ^ i ^ ^
Ssjtat.- Toi,,^ //a'// ^PMiy^raTIa^ 'dr.noo 7.060 \ -& A-
WfltBT- Ta X /-^a ^ s '^ ^A< ";?-c?5- 1 .^7/ 5'n(
-8ectrrtr= T'^j'ty, h€r-' £s.C.rnuJ .3,060 ^/(5J7 1 ^ ^
3915 Capital Reserve Fund / 1
391 6 Tnjst and Agency Funds II
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES II




Fund Balance Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes
For Municipal Use
S XXX XXX XXX XXX
< s > II




TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
i ^0(o.S'/S' 1 An9.tL-o\\ /S'?.97<? /5S,?73 \
'Enter in rhis column the numbers which were revised and approved by DRA and which appear
Total Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes
on the MS-4 form. '
^9/, 70/
/SS,^7b
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes) o?3.a,S^o?^
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF I^.shp.^ N.H.
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Less: Shared Revenues 4,966
Add: Overlay 10,013
War Service Credits 5,800
Net Town Appropriation 203,729
Special Adjustment
Approved Town Tax Effort
Municipal Tax Rate
School Portion -
Due to Local School
Due to Reg. School 765,798
Less: Shared Revenues 9,238
Net School Appropriation 756,560
Special Adjustment
Approved School(s) Tax Effort
School Tax Rate
County Portion -
Due to County 84,909
Les: Shared Revenues 1,561






Approved County Tax Effort 83,348
County Tax Rate 1.93
Combined Tax Rate 24.20
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1.043.637
Commitment Analysis—
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,043,637
Less: War Service Credits (5,800)
Add: Village Dist. Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,037,837
— Proof of Rate—
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
43,125,496 24.20 1,043,637
1996 Bond Requirement
Treasurer: 53,000 Tax Collector: 52,000
Town Clerk: 10,000 Trustees of Trust Funds: 20,000
17
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES 1995
TITLE OF AMOUNT EXPENDED BALANCE OVERDRAFT
APPROPRIATION
EXECUTIVE 19,700.00 18.581.60 1,118.40
ELECTION,
REGISTRATION & 11,700.00 11,422.01 277.99
VITAL STATISTICS
FINANCIAL ADMIN 20,597.00 16,973.56 3,623.44
REVALUATION OF 26,500.00 0.00 26,500.00
PROPERTY
LEGAL EXPENSES 7,000.00 5,156.12 1,843.88
PERSONNEL ADMIN 8,700.00 7,527.58 1,122.42
PLANNING & 2,000.00 690.26 1,309.74
ZONING
GEN GOV BLD 14,600.00 16,273.75 -1,673.75
CEMETERIES 1,600.00 1,820.00 -220.00
INSURANCE 26,100.00 22,107.47 3,992.53
ADVERTISING & 732.00 731.94 .06
REGIONAL ASSOC
POLICE 14,000.00 13,630.09 369.91
AMBULANCE 3,904.00 3,903.77 .23
FIRE 13,515.00 13,515.00
BLD INSPECTION 650.00 496.75 153.25
EMER MANAGEMENT 450.00 219.65 230.35
GEN HIGHWAY EXP. 82,840.00 88,485.12 -5,645.12
BRIDGES 400.00 0.00 400.00
STREET LIGHTING 325.00 257.46 67.64
SOLID WASTE DISP 68,200.00 63,952.90 4,247.10
LAKE SUNAPEE 2,500.00 2,604.00 -104.00
HOME HEALTH
SENIOR CENTER 300.00 300.00
SULL CNTY HOSPICE 250.00 250.00
MEALS ON WHEELS 250.00 250.00
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TITLE OF AMOUNT EXPENDED BALANCE OVERDRAFT
APPROPRIATION
HEALTH 250.00 229 . 13 20.87
WELFARE 800 . 00 539.40 260.60
DIRECT ASST. 8 , 000 . 00 3 . 044 . 02 4,955 .98
LIBRARY 9,982 .00 9. 982 . 00




TAX ANTIC. NOTES 2 , 500 . 00 3 , 432 .29 -932.2'
INTEREST
TAX MAP UPDATE 825.00 825.00
ROOF REPAIRS 7 , 000 . 00 6,385.00 615.00
TOWN HALL
RAND POND PROPERTY 53.000.00 49, 500. 00 3,500.00
PURCHASE
CONSTR. & RECON. 3 , 000 . 00 3 , 000 . 00
OF TOWN OWNED
BRIDGES
HIGHWAY HEAVY 4,000.00 4.000.00
EQUIPMENT
CAP . RESERVE
HIGHWAY TRUCK 2,000.00 2,000.00
CAP. RESERVE
POLICE CRUISER 3,000.00 3,000.00
CAP. RESERVE
FIRE FIGHTER 2,000.00 2,000.00
EQUIPMENT
CAP. RESERVE
FIRE TRUCK 5,000.00 5,000.00
CAP. RESERVE
SEPTIC SYSTEM & 3,000.00 3,000.00
PARKING LOT
CAP. RESERVE
DUMP COMPACTOR 2,000.00 2,000.00
CAP. RESEVE
LIBRARY
CAP. RESERVE 2,000.00 2,000.00
TOTALS 436,020.00 389,435.87 55,109.39 8575.16
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (6031 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Goshen
Goshen, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Goshen as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1994, as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a lest
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the
General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account
Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Goshen as of December 31, 1994, and the
results of its operations and cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of
contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements of the Town of Goshen. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.
May 31, 1995 pK-^i&Jb&YoiL 0L46ecioJbLfttU
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DECEMBER 31. 199 5
DESCRIPTIONS
Town Hall, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Library, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire Department, Land & Buildings
Equ ipmen t













3 ,400 . 00
673,924.00
Items added in 1995
Town Hall, Land & Bid. Rand Pond Property
Police Dept Equip Police Cruiser
Kustom Signal Radar
Highway Dept Equip Grader
Oshkosk Winter Plow









SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION — 1995
VALUE OF LAND ONLY
Current Use (at C.U. values)
Res iden t i a 1
Commerc i a 1
TOTAL OF TAXABLE LAND
VALUES OF BUILDINGS ONLY
Res iden t i a 1
Manufactured Housing








TOTAL OF TAXABLE BUILDINGS
PUBLIC UTILITIES
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS
Elderly exemptions





630 ,000 . 00
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1995
RECEIPTS :







175 Total Dog Licenses 1,232.50
MISCELLANEOUS :
Certificate of Titles $ 332.00
450 Municpal Agent Fees 1,125.00
UCC Filings 391.28
Transfer Station Permits 399.00





17 Building Permits 255.00
Zoning Regulations 9.35
Sub-Division Regulations 20.00
Sale of Checklists 30.00
Sale of "History of Goshen" — 72.00
Filing Pole Licenses 40.00




Total Miscellaneous Receipts 5,165.08
TOTAL RECEIPTS $71,175.58
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING 1995
Auto Permit Fees $64,778.00
Dog Licenses 1,232.50
Certificate of Titles 332.00
Municipal Agent Fees 1,125.00
UCC Filings 391.28
Transfer Station Permits 399.00






1995 Town Clerk's Report
17 Building Permits 255.00
Zoning Regulations 9.35
Sub-Division Regulations 20.00
Sale of Checklists 30.00
Sale of "History of Goshen" 72.00
Filing Pole Licenses 40.00




























) 2 ,098 .00
TREASURERS REPORT
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 199 5
Received from Town Clerk:


















Fi 1 ing Fees
Re imbur sement
Transfer Station Revenue (Coupons & Permits)
TOTAL RECEIPTS 71,17 5.58
Received from Tax Collector:
Property Tax 1995 866,058.21
Property Tax Interest 1995 1,318.69
Yield tax 1995 2,302.03
Overpayments 1995 37.15
Property Tax 1994 157,920.31
Property Tax Interest 1994 12,194.63
Redemptions 1994 39,330.12
Redemption Interest & Cost of Sale 1994 2,534.65
Overpayment 1994 35.64
Yield Tax 1994 11,066,62
Redemptions 1993 41,673.95
Redemption Interest & Cost of Sale 1993 9,626.10
Yield Tax 1993 2,352.92
Yield Tax Interest 1993 206.12
Redemptions 1992 34,161.42
Redemption Interest & Cost of Sale 1992 10,790.42
Residents Tax 1992 10.00
Resident's tax Penalty 1992 1.00
Yield Tax 1992 2,721. 55
Redemptions 1991 136.40
Redemption Interest & Cost of Sale 1991 38.90
Yield Tax 1991 4,184.94
Yield Tax Interest 1991 598.48
Redemptions 1990 140.61
Redemption Interest & Cost of Sale 1990 73.51
TOTAL RECEIPTS 1,199,514.37
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Received from the Selectmen:
Pistol Permits
Cu 1 ver t s
Rooms & Meals Tax
Revenue Sharing
Police Capital Reserve Fund



















































TOTAL RECEIPTS 8 6,776.05
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SUMMERY OF ACCOUNTS
Timber Escrow Account 3,000.33
Interest Earned 1995 26.22
Balance closed out & transferred 3,026.55
to General Fund
Reappraisal Fund 7,808.47
Balance closed out & transferred
to Appraisal Capital Reserve
Dump Closure Fund
Six month certificate of deposits at SRSB
Balance on hand as of 1/1/95 165,658.32
Interest Earned in 1995 5,442.63
Balance of Account as of 12/31/95 171,100.95
Transfer Station Revenue
Passbook Saving Account at SRSB
Balance of account as of 1/1/95 1,583.00
Interest Earned in 1995 64.48
Deposits made in 1995 2,098.00
Balance of Account as of 12/31/95 3,745.48
SUMMERY OF GENERAL FUND
Beginning balance as of 1/1/95 265,210.19
Receipts from Town Clerk 1995 71,175.58
Less Deposits to Transfer Station Account (2,098.00)
Receipts from Tax Collector 1995 1,199,514.37
Receipts from Selectmen 1995 86,776.05
Tax Anticipation Note 250,000.00
Interest from Checking Account 2,107.72
Sub-Total 1,872,685.91
Less Payment of Selectmen Vouchers (1,625,532.10)
Less Deposits Slip Charge (16.71)
Less Wire Transfer Fee (TAN) (10.00)
Plus Corrections 2.04
Balance as of 12/31/95 247,129.14
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Mary C Walter - Selectman
Ruth N LeClair - Selectman
Leigh Williamson - Selectman
Pauline Lafleur - Executive Assistant
Gertrude Konrad - Secretary
Arthur Jillette - Moderator















Paul ine La f leur
MaGee Greydon & Freeman
News Leader
NH Association of Assessing Officials
NH Municipal Association




Sullivan County Registry of Deeds
The Letterman Press
Town of Washington
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire
Va 1 1 ey News
US Postal Service
Mary Walter











































$ 6 ,739 .96
$ 18 , 581 .60
ELECTION REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
SALARIES
Phyllis Baker - Town Clerk
Susie Reed - Deputy Town Clark
Barbara Weir - Deputy Town Clerk
Phyllis Clark - Deputy Town Clerk







Christine Smith - Supervisor of Checklist 101.59
Daniel Hunter - Supervisor of Checklist 101.59
Karen Winterholer - Ballot Clerk 23.09
Mark Burns - Ballot Clerk 23.09
Elaine Ayotte - Ballot Clerk 46.18
Rita Purmort - Ballot Clerk 46.18





Department of Agriculture 608.50
Geiger Bros 220.36
Gerald Dickerman - postage 12.00
Eagle Times 153.56
Just Johnson 188.64
MaGee Greydon & Freeman 113.99
NH City & Town Clerks Association 64.00
Pos tmas t er 183.49
Dara Rapalyea 18.50
Stark &. Son Machine 51.54
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 408.00












Phyllis Baker - Tax Collector
Susie Reed - Deputy Tax Collector
Barbara Weir - Deputy Tax Collector
Deborah Stevens - Treasurer
Judy Filkins - Trustee of Trust Funds





Eag 1 e Ti mes 32.80
Granite State Stamp 14.70
Just J ohnson 48.24
Letterman Press 201.75
MaGee Greydon & Freeman 239.74
Ann Mooney 560.00
NH Tax Collector's Association 55.00
Harlan Noyes 94.80
Plodzik & Sanderson 2,850.00
Postmaster 360.99
Sugar River Savings Bank 45.00
Sullivan County Registry of Deeds 138.00
Deborah Stevens 6.99
Town of Newport 8.00
US Postal Service 531.20
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Michael J Work 650.00
$ 6, 309. 34
TOTAL $ 16,973.56
PERSONAL ADMINISTRATION
Compensation Funds of NH (Unemployment) 974.62
Internal Revenue Service 7.97
Lake Sunapee Bank 6,544.99
7.527. 58
INSURANCE
Health Insurance Trust 1,503,47
McCrillis & Eldredge 416.00
Liberty Mutual 188 . 00
Compensation Funds of NH (Workers Comp) 7,474.00
Mortenson Agency 12,526.00
$ 22, 107 .47
LEGAL
Gardener & Fulton 4,756.12
Michael R Feeney 200.00
Michael J Work 200.00
5.156.12
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission 690.00
Northeast Resource Recovery Association 41.94
$ 731 .94
PLANNING & ZONING
Douglas O'Clair - Chairman ZBA 184.70
Gertrude Konrad - Co-Chair Planning Board 76.99
Arne Nilsen - Co-Chair Planning Board 107.75
Argus Champion 93.00







Pos tmas t er 8.00
Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission 70.00
Lake Sunapee Bank ( Social Security & Withholding) 30.60
$ 690.26
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Daniel Hunter - Custodian 96.97
Jan Parmalee - Custodian 216.12
AT&T 126.00
Phyllis Baker 57.07












Paul ine La f 1 eur































William S Stevens - Road Agent 17,800.90
Chris Butler - Assistant Road Agent 15,981.48
Howard Sampson 49.88









































































































Kevin Copp - Officer in Charge
Edward Anderson - Officer
David Burnham - Officer
Barritt C Bodkins - Officer in Charge (resigned)
Christopher Gentes - Officer (resigned)














Alice Peck Day Hospital
Edward Anderson
Bond Auto
David Burnham - Cruiser storage
Canon Tire
Cheever Tire Service




Denn i s Lumber
Rober t W Fi t z - Badges
Chris Gentes - Cruiser storage


















































R&L Auto Part s
Stones Auto Body
Sullivan County Radio Association
Treasurer, State of NH
















Goshen Fire Department $ 13, 515.00
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Newport Ambulance $ 3,903.77
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Cartographies
Arthur Nelson - Fire Warden
BUILDING INSPECTION
Arne Nilsen - Building Inspector
Roger & Richard Graves










Ralph Galpin - Attendant
Daniel Hunter - Attendant
Richard White - Attendant






























Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurses 2,604.00
Senior Center 300.00
Sullivan County Hospice 250.00




John P Hopkins - Hea 1 t h / We 1 f a re Officer 646.46
Lake Sunapee Bank (Social Security & Withholding) 53.55
$ 700.01
EXPENSES
John P Hopkins 2.52
NH Health Officers Association 10.00
NH Municipal Association 31.00
Sugar River Savings Bank 25.00
S 68.52
















Cedr ic Wi 1 ley 165 .00
S 1,820.00
ARTICLE 10 REPAIR OF TOWN HALL ROOF
CR Potter & Company $ 6,385.00
ARTICLE 39 PURCHASE OF RAND POND PROPERTY
Bruce & Mary Hefka $ 49,500.00
ARTICLE 42 TAX MAP UPDATE
Cartographies $ 825.00
LIBRARY
Olive G Pettis Library $
9,982.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Goshen Conservation Commission $ 350.00
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PAYMENT OF TEMPORARY LOANS
First NH Bank S 250,000.00
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES (INTEREST)
First NH Bank S 3,432.29
TAX LIEN
Phyllis M Baker, Tax Collector $ 106,577.18
COUNTY TAX
Treasurer, Sullivan County $ 84,909.00
SCHOOL TAX
Goshen - Lempster School Cooperative $ 763,278.98
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS




Ossipee Mountain Electronics 796.95
Two-Way Radio Sales & Service 350.00
$ 18, 478.95
HIGHWAY HEAVY EQUIPMENT (GRADER)
Northern Truck & Equipment $ 8,800.00
REFUNDS
Irene Pel le t ier 3.98
John P Hooper 2.00
Helen Whittaker 75.00
Rita Purmort 380.84
Ernest & Hazel Johnson 992.03
Northwood Lands 41.48





Chris & Elaine Starcher 16.80
Goshen Historical Society 75.00
Nancy Pasquerella 31.66
Edward & Florence Young 10.00
$ 4,690.43
TOTAL PAYMENTS MADE DURING THE YEAR 1995 S 1,625,631.01
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GOSHEN TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
1
DEBITS
-OR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31





















































































TOTAL CREDITS $1 ,028,379.40 $184,238.67 $4,048.66 $3,759.47 $4,783.42
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS












of Fiscal Year $88,255.69 $35,744.93 $517.92 $183.57
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Year $106,577.18
Interest & Costs
Collected After
Lien Execution 2,534.65 9,626.10 10,790.42 38.90 73.51























Unredeemed Taxes 559.99 1,162.76 267.17 265.47
Liens Deeded
to Municipality 136.48 124.31 74.39
Unredeemed Liens
Balance End of Year 66,687.07 45,282.50 1,192.03 41.66 42.96




^^?%<^ STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
fz-f^l^ DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
" '^' *
''^-'^
DIVISION of FORESTS and LANDS
172 Pembroke Road P.O. Box 1856 Concord, New Hampshire 03302-1856




JOHN E. SARGENT REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN .AJ^D STATE FOREST R/VNGER
Dircxtor
In caJendar year 1995, our three (?) leading causes of fires were Children, Non-Permit fires not properly
ex'inguished and Smoking Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 H, the fire permit law and the o'lher burning laws of the State of New Hampshire, are
misdemeanors punishable by fmes of up to .S2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable Ut ali fire
suppression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden. Fire Department and State Forest Fire Officials, contact your local Warden or
Fire Department to Find out if a permit is required. Thus also helps to prevent unnecessary response to a
controlled bum.
199.5 Fire Stati.stics
Forest Ranger Rfpon&d Fires Fires Reported by County'
Number of Fires for Cost Share Payment 465 Belknap 11
Carroll 50
Acres Bunjcd 437 Cheshine 39
Coos 17
Suppression cost $147,000+ Grallon 26
HilLsborough 71
Lookout Tower Reponed Fires 555 Merrimack 49
Rockingham 106
Visitors to Towers 26,165 Strafford 78
Sulli\'an IS
Number of Fires Local Communiry Suppression Cost _
Local commionities and the State share the cost of suppression on a 50/50 basis. The State of New. Hampshire
operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft pajols. This early detection and reports from
citizens aid the quick response from the local tire departments.
"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU C.\N PREVENT FOREST FIRES!"
C'UT B
Forest Ranger
Forest Protection (603) 271-2217
Forest Management (603) 271-3456
Forest Fire Wardi;n
Land Management (603) 271-3456
Information & Planning (603) 271-3457
TDD ACCESS; RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964 (gg) '^cydeo paper




1995 has brought about many changes for the TDwn of Goshen, especially to
the Police Department. In May, I was named Oflficer-In-Charge. Since then, a
new police cruiser, a 1995 Ford Victoria, was purchased for the Town, with the
approval of the Selectboard and Budget Committee. The new police cruiser
cost less than the amount which had been raised and appropriated by the Town
in past years. The Police Department also purchased a 1977 Dodge 4x4 Pickup
Truck. This truck was obtained through a Federal Grant and cost the Police
Department $20,00 (twenty dollars).
In July, the statewide enhanced 911 program went into effect. The system is
designed to provide better emergency assistance to citizens throughout the
State.
Also in July, the Selectboard approved an application for a Grant which was
sent to the Federal COPS (Community Oriented Policing Services) Program
for funding for a full-time police officer for the Town of Goshen. The Grant
would help fund the salary, benefits, training, etc. of a full-time police officer
for a three year period. The government funding would constitute 75% of the
cost, while the Town would be responsible for the remaining 25%. In Septem-
ber, the Grant was approved by the Government, which authorized the Town
to hire a full-time police officer. The funding for the full-time officer will be
voted on at the Town Meeting in a Warrant Article. A great deal of time has
been invested in getting this grant funded through the Federal Grovemment.
The support ofthe Town is requested for this full-time police officer position for
the three year period, so that the Police Department may provide better ser-
vices to the Town for the least amount of money as possible.
in September, Edward Anderson, was hired as a part-time police officer. Of-
ficer Anderson is a long-time resident of Goshen and has proven that he wants
what is best for the Town by volunteering countless hours of his own time to
become a Certified Police Officer. Officer Anderson has continued to volunteer
his time to the Police Department to attempt to give the citizens ofGoshen the
best police protection he possibly can.
Officer David Burnham has also proven to be an asset to the Town, particu-
larly during the transitional period following my hiring. Without his assis-
tance, my orientation would have taken much longer, and the Department
would not have been able to move forward as it has.
Dave Burnham and Eddie Anderson are two good examples of the fine citizens
that I have come to know in Goshen. On behalf of the Goshen Police Depart-





BREAKDOWN OF CALLS - 1995
Alarms 11 Accidents 17
Animal Complaints 7 Arrests 2
Burglary 2 Assaults 2
Community Relations 1 Assistance to other P.D.'s 4
Criminal Trespassing 4 Extra Patrol 1
Criminal Mischief 6 Harassment 4
Health Hazard 1 Highway Matters 8
Juvenile Matters 2 Littering 1
Message Delivery 3 M.V. Operation Complaints 3
P.D. Info 5 M.V. Summons 33
Pistol permits 13 M.V. Warnings
5^^
Request for Officer 7 Noise Complaints 10
Suspicious Activity 8 OHRV Complaints 1
Thefts 6 Parking Problems 4
Weil-Being Check 4 Public Assistance 3
911 4 Prowler 3
Medical Emergency 1
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GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1995 REPORT
The Goshen Volunteer Fire Department had a busy year in 1995. The Depart-


















Auto. Fire Alarms 1
Wet-downs 3
Smoke Invest. 1
316.75 hours were spent on the above calls, as well as 170 hours on training,
and 485 hours on meetings and work details for a total of 971.75 hours.
6 new Air Packs were obtained by the Dept. on a 5 year lease purchase plan.
These will replace 6 Air Packs that ar 18-i- years old. Also a 1975 Ford-Pierce
Pumper was purchased. This truck will replace the 1958 International.
Just a reminder that Enhanced 911 is now in operation in N.H. For emergency
calls only dial 911, this will connect you with the proper Agency to send you
some help. For non-emergency help the Dispatch may be reached at 542-5155.
For fire permits call Fire Warden Arthur Nelson, at 863-1509.
At this time I want to thank all those who helped the Dept. in the past year,
and also a thanks to the Goshen Police Dept. for all their assistance.
Goshen Volunteer Fire Dept.
Chief, Jack Warburton
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GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1995 INCOME/EXPENSE REPORT




End Bal: 12-31-95 3,871.03




















REPORT OF NEWPORT AMBULANCE SERVICE
Calendar 1995
In calendar 1995, Newport Ambulance responded to 874 calls for service. This
reflects a little less than 4% increase over the 844 calls handled in the previous
year. There were 36 responses to the Town of Goshen, compared to 34 calls for
service in 1994.
There were no significant changes within the department last year. We con-
tinue to run with a minimum of two EMT's on every call. Every crew is trained
in cardiac defibrillation and on most calls some level of advanced life support is
also available.
We currently operate with a staff of 15 volimteers and a full time paramedic/
director. Two EMT classes in the area as of this writing will hopefully provide
even more qualified personnel in the Newport-Goshen area.
Our annual Health & Safety Fair will be held on the Newport Common on
Saturday, June 22, 1996. The members of the Newport Ambulance Attendant's
Association cordially invite you to attend. There's plenty of fun to be had, food
to eat, and of course lots of free information on health and safety.
The Ambulance Department wished to thank the Town of Goshen for their
continuing support.
Respectfully submitted,




Following is a report of some of the work done by the Goshen Highway Depart-
ment in 1995.
The 1958 Galion grader was replaced by a 1979 Galion grader for the cost of
$9,000.00 We also purchased a 1982 OshKosh all-wheel drive highway truck
with 3,200 original miles, 429 original hours, with a reversible front plow from
the Federal Government for the sum of $10,00.00
Nineteen culverts were replaced and installed, 3,000 yards of gravel was pro-
cessed and paplied to the town roads.
We continued our ditching project, stockpiled 1,700 yards of sand for winter
use, built a new ramp for the transfer station, and built a drive and handicap
access at the town hall.
I widh to thank the Board of Selectmen for their support and cooperation, and






The Goshen Planning Board meets on the second and last Tuesday evening of
the month at 8:00 p.m. at the Town Hall. Work meetings are held on the last
Tuesday, regular meetings on the second Tuesday. All meetings are open to the
public.
After the town meeting and elections, Fred Faulkner was elected chairman of
the Board. Mr. Faulkner resigned from the Board in May for personal reasons.
Kevin Scarlett and Sidney Lorandeau were appointed to the Board as regular
members to fill existing vacancies. Patricia Stephen continues to act as an
alternate.
Arne Nilsen, Kevin Scarlett and Sidney Lorandeau have acted as chairman
throughout the remainder of the year.






OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
TRUSTEES REPORT 1995
This has certainly been a very busy year for the Library.
In June the Library became an associate member of the Statewide Library
Development System with a provisional status. The Trustees will meet six times
a year to comply with State recommendations. The Library has also increased
hours to fifteen hours. We have also become members of the Upper Valley Co-
operative and are participating in Inter-Library book and video programs in
order to bring new material to your Library.
In May, a covered dish supper was held at the Barretts in honor of Pat Stephan
to thank her for her years of work on the Board of Trustees. The supper was
attended by Trustees and Friends of the Library and families.
The annual Summer Fest was held in July by the Friends of the Library and,
in spite of the bad weather, it was a success.
The Board accepted, with regret, the resignations ofAndrea Willett and Harold
Barker We also welcomed Melinda Merrigan and Evelyn O'Connor to serve
out their remaining terms until Town Meeting.
The Library was closed from midAugust to Old Home Day in October for much
needed repairs and renovations. Special thanks are due to all those who worked
so hard: Ethel andArnie Nilsen, Lilyan Wright, Pat Stephan, Evelyn O'Connor,
Sherri and Chris Moen, Jean and Paul Barrett, Heather and Joe Downey and
children and their friend Shawn McCarthy, Pat and Don Dazet, Ian LeClair,
Fred and Elaine Wood, Doug C'Clair, Herman Mann, the electrician and Gary
Dennis and family, plastering and wall refinishing, Dan Hunter, the members
of the Work Camp and the many neighborhood children.
A Halloween Ghost Walk was held by the Trustees and Friends. Cider and
donuts were served to all brave enough to complete the walk.
In December, a Craft and Bake Sale was held along with a book signing by
local author, Doris Newman.
The Library is moving ahead with plans to add a rest room and handicapped
entrance in the near future. We hope that each year will bring us a step closer
to a Library that the whole Community will use and be proud of. We hope that
the Community will continue to support the Library by stopping in and seeing
the improvements and the new books and videos. Join your Library and enrich
your life.
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Olive G. Pettis Library
1995 Treasurer's Report
Balance on hand as of January 1, 1996
RECEIPTS
Beginning Balance $ 3,350.55
Town Appropriation $ 9,982.00










New Hampshire Library Membership $ 63.00
Supplies $ 329.90
Building Repairs $ 5,399.78
Total Expenditures $ 10.566.66






Olive G. Pettis Library
Petty Cash Account
January 1, 1995 to January 1, 1996
Balance on hand January 1, 1996 40:62
Receipts:
Beginniong balance



































Thank you for your continued support of VNA services. In 1995, we
provided more than 1,200 visits in Goshen, 7 days a week/24 hours a day.
All of the appropriated funds from the town of Goshen have been used to
provide home care visits, hospice volunteer training and supervision, and
well child clinic visits to people who had no insurance or inadequate
insurance or funds. Other visits were subsidized by donations or paid by
commercial insurance or from state and federal grant funds.
We depend heavily on the selfless support of volunteers and employees who
contribute hours to the success of our programs. For them and our Trustees,






Depot Square, Newport 893-4088
290 County Road, New London 526-4077
PO Box 2209, New London, NH 03257-2209
Joint Commission
on Accreditation olHealthcart Organizations
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1995 Annual Report
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
The Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission is a voluntary association of 3
1
towns, four Vermont and 27 New Hampshire communities. The Commission is concerned with
the development of comprehensive plans for beneficial and balanced economic, environmental and
social growth in the Region. It functions as a research, resource, and informational agency, and
when appropriate, acts to obtain Federal, State and other approvals, grants-in-aid, loans and
similar assistance for individual member towns and for the Region. The Commission provides
technical assistance to member communities in the areas of planning (land use, transportation,
water quality, etc.), mapping, community development, grantsmanship and grant administration.
In addition, regional publications, such as our Regional Profile, regional studies, such as our
Regional Transportation Plan, and regional projects, such as the Lake Sunapee Watershed
Management Plan, are undertaken to the benefit of more than one community.
In the past year, services such as our Planning Board training series, and library which features
maps, planning resources and US Census data, were available to all of our member communities.
A complete list of services and regional projects which benefit our members follows the list of
services provided directly to residents of Goshen.
n 1995, our work specifically for the Town of Goshen included:
Counted daily traffic at four locations using computerized equipment and provided data to
the Town.
Answered Plaiming Board questions about the proper form for zoning amendments on
warrant and procedure for warning.
Developed a proposal for GIS trail mapping project.
Answered Conservation Commission questions about wetlands mapping, natural resource
inventory, ridgeline protection and geographic information systems (GIS).
Provided information about GIS contour mapping and land trusts.
Organized a household hazardous waste collection for Sullivan County to be held in 1997.
Our Commission looks forward to continuing to serve Goshen in the coming year.
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Services Which Benefit All Member Communities
Consult and help residents of member communities as, and when, asked.
Meet with state officials and agency representatives to influence policy and to help keep the
Region an active participant in many ongoing programs. This includes activity with
transportation, solid waste, economic development, and environmental regulatory agencies in
both New Hampshire and Vermont.
Maintain a library of regional data, maps and planning resources, and answer many requests
for information.
Use the Geographical Information System (GIS) to perform mapping and analyses for member
towns.
Assist the Upper Valley Solid Waste District in dealing with solid waste issues. Provide
general staff support for the District.
Provide administrative support for the Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Collection
Program.
Work in cooperation with the Sullivan County Economic Development Commission and the
Green Mountain Economic Development Corporation.
Sponsor local sessions of the NH Municipal Law Lecture Series.
Provide technical assistance to Advance Transit.
Use the Regional Transportation Advisory Committee to develop regional policies and
recommendations for the Regional Transportation Plan.
Provide data about our regional build out analysis which forecast the population and number
of dwellings in the Region when totally built out.
Revise and update the Regional Plan.
Comply with applicable Vermont Act 200 requirements at the local, regional and state level,
including participation in the Council of Regional Commissions.
Participate in Vermont Act 250 reviews.
Sponsor planning board training sessions in New Hampshire and Vermont.
Work with Upper Valley Land Trust and the Society for the Protection of NH Forests to
protect open space and conserve important parcels of land.
Participate in and work with the Connecticut River Valley Resource Commission.
Review land use controls and master plans, and suggest amendments.
Update the Regional Profile, a compendium of information about the Region. Many
businesses use this resource.
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1995 Annual Report
of the
Sullivan County Economic Development Council, Inc.
A report on the activities of the Sullivan County Economic Development Council
for 1995.
Successes highlighted are:
A. Obtaining a Community Development Block Grant from the Office of
State Planning for the County. This grant will be used to provide
assistance to East Coast Steel, Inc., located in Ciaremont to
purchase machinery and equipment for this new location. When the
Company is fully operational the county job base will be increased
by 180 jobs and our revolving loan fund will increase substantially.
B. The Ciaremont Foundry, formerly known as Joy Technologies, Inc., is
under new ownership and operational. SCEDC's role in this project
began in January by providing assistance to an employee buy-out
association and has recently been completed by providing financial
assistance. 28 jobs were re-established.
C. Financial assistance was also given to Skyline Designs which
recently began construction of a new facility in Newport.
D. SCEDC continues to maintain and expand it's Revolving Loan Fund for
the purpose of assisting existing and new companies with financial
needs
.
E. We are also working with other companies interested in expanding and
relocating in the County. Some of these projects will hopefully
come to fruition in the Spring of 1996.
Along with the effort to expand our industrial base, increase the area's wage
base and provide financial assistance, SCEDC is working with other groups that
are Interested in enhancing Sullivan County.
A labor task force was established for the purpose of conducting a study of the
County's labor pool. As part of this process an 800 piece mail-out was done to
survey businesses relative to their employees strengths and weaknesses. Results
were compiled and work will begin on correcting our short falls. SCEDC is also
serving on the School-To-Work Program which includes individuals at the local and
state level, educators and business cwnsi'S.
Work continues with Charlestown Economic Development Association (CEDA) and the
Economic Corporation of Newport (ECON) to establish a county initiative regarding
tourism. This ia an area in which everyone would reap the benefits.
1995 was a very productive year for SCEDC as well as the County and we will
continue to work towards the betterment of the entire area.






MINUTES OF THE 1995 TOWN MEETING
TO: SELECTMEN, GOSHEN, N. H.
AND
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
GOSHEN, N. H. TOWN MEETING - MARCH 14, 1995
ARTICLE 1. POLLS WERE OPENED AT 11:15 A.M. AND TOWN OFFICERS
ELECTED FOR ENSUING YEAR ARE :
SELECTMEN FOR 3 YEARS RUTH N. LeCLAIR
TAX COLLECTOR FOR 3 YEARS PHYLLIS M. BAKER
TREASURER FOR 3 YEARS DEBORAH E. STEVENS
TOWN CLERK FOR 3 YEARS PHYLLIS M. BAKER
ROAD AGENT FOR 2 YEARS WILLIAM S. STEVENS
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR 3 YEARS - ANN L. O'CLAIR -Resigned
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR 2 YEARS-KRISTIN A. BARTLETT
AUDITOR FOR 1 YEAR CYNTHIA L. BARON
2 LIBRARY TRUSTEES FOR 3 YEARS-- SHERRI L. MOEN
PATRICIA F. DAZET
1 PLANNING BOARD MEMBER FOR 3 YRS-PATRICIA F. DAZET
There was a tie vote with Patricia S. Stephan. Each had
3 votes. Patricia Dazet was drawn by lot on 3/20/95.
3 BUDGET COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR 3 YRS-BEATRICE M. JILLETTE
DAVID W. STEPHAN
BRUCE E. HEFKA
There was a tie vote with Linda L. Janicke, John P. Hopkins,
and Kerry A. Stevens. Each had 2 votes. Bruce E. Hefka
was drawn by lot on 3/20/95.
1 BUDGET COMMITTEE MEMBER FOR 1 YR.- LINDA L. JANICKE
There was a tie vote with Bruce E. Hefka. Each had
3 votes. Linda L. Janicke was drawn by lot on 3/20/95.
1 CEMETERY TRUSTEE FOR 3 YEARS -- DANIEL W. HUNTER-Resigned
There was a tie vote with Arthur W, Nelson. Each had 3
votes. Daniel W. Hunter was drawn by lot on 3/20/95
1 CEMETERY TRUSTEE FOR 2 YEARS -- BEVERLY A. HAMILTON -Resigned
There was a tie vote with Frank H.Hodgman. Each had 2
votes. Beverly A. Hamilton was drawn by lot on 3/20/95
1 CEMETERY TRUSTEE FOR 1 YEAR ---CHRISTINE P. SMITH
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ARTICLE 2. BY OFFICIAL BALLOT
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE ADOPTION OF AMENDMENT NO. 1 AS
PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF GOSHEN
ZONING ORDINANCE AS FOLLOWS?
Insert the following definition of Page 3, Subsection I,
after the definition of "lOO-year flood" and before the
definition of "Regulatory floodway" :
"Recreational vehicle" means a vehicle which is (a) built
on a single chassis; (b) 400 square feet or less when melisured
a^t the largest horizontal projection; (c) designed to be self
propelled or permanently towable by a light duty truck; and
(d) designed primarily not for use as a permanent dwelling
but as a temporary living quarters for recreational camping ,
travel or seasonal use .
YES 81 NO 46
ARTICLE 3. BY OFFICIAL BALLOT
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE ADOPTION OF AMENDMENT NO. 2 AS
PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF GOSHEN
ZONING ORDINANCE AS FOLLOWS?
Insert the following regulation on Page 8, Section VIII,
Subsection e:
Recreational vehicles placed on sites within Zones Al-30,
AH and AE shall either (1) be on the site for fewer thaT)
TBO consecutive days, (11) be fully licensed and ready for
highway use, or (iii) meet all standards of Section 60.3~Tb)(l)
of the National Flood Insurance Program Regulations and the
elevation and anchoring requirements for "manufactured homes"
in Paragraph (c) (6) of Section 60.3.
YES 78 NO 51
ARTICLE 4. BY OFFICIAL BALLOT
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE ADOPTION OF AMENDMENT NO. 3 AS
PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF GOSHEN
ZONING ORDINANCE AS FOLLOWS?
Insert the foUwing definition on page 2 Section 2: F 1 after
the definition of "Mobile Homes":
"Recreational vehicle" means a vehicle which (a) is built on
Fsingle chassis; (b) 400 square feet or less when measured
"
at the largest horizontal projection; (c) designed to be self
propelled or permanently towable by a light duty truck; and
(d) designed primarily not for use a permanent dwelling but
as a temporary living quarters for recreational camping,
travel or seasonal use. A recreational vehicle shall remain
s elf contained at all times and shall be fully licensed and
ready for highway use.
YES 78 NO 50
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ARTICLE 5. BY OFFICIAL BALLOT
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE ADOPTION OF AMENDMENT NO. 4 AS
PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF GOSHEN
ZONING ORDINANCE AS FOLLOWS?
Amendment to the Goshen Zoning Ordinance on Page 10.
The owner of any gravel pit in the Town of Goshen with a
valid excavation permit shall be allowed to make use of a
portable crusher for two-week periods from time to time
after obtaining from the Board of Selectmen a permit to
operate such crusher.
YES 98 NO 27
ARTICLE 6. VOTED TO RECEIVE THE REPORTS OF THE TOWN OFFICERS OF
GOSHEN .
ARTICLE 7. BY OFFICIAL BALLOT
Do you approve of having 2 sessions for the annual town
meeting in this town, the first session for choice of
town officers elected by an official ballot and other action
required to be inserted on said official ballot and second
session, on a date set by the selectmen, for transaction
of other business?
YES 71 NO 69
ARTICLE 8. VOTED TO ALLOW THE SELECTMEN TO RESCHEDULE THEIR TOTAL
SALARY FIGURE OF $7,400 EQUALLY AMONG THE BOARD AND~ALLOW
$2,450 FOR EACH SELECTMAN; THE REMAINING $50 TO BE ADDED
TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS SALARY FIGURE.
ARTICLE 9. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS OF MONEY
FOR GENERAL MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS;
4130 EXECUTIVE $19,700
4153 LEGAL EXPENSES $ 7,000
4155 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION $ 8,650
4191 PLANNING AND ZONING $ 2,000
4194 GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDING $14,600
4195 CEMETERIES $ 1,600
4196 INSURANCE $26,100
4197 ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOC. $ 732
4723 INTEREST ON TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES $ 2,500
TOTAL $82,882.00
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ARTICLE 10. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $7.000 TO
REPAIR THE ROOF ON THE TOWN HALL AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
WITHDRAWAL OF THAT SUM FROM THE TOWN HALL RESTORATION
CAPITAL RESERVE ESTABLISHED IN 1986.
ARTICLE 11. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $3,000 TO BE
ADDED TO THE CONSTRUCTION & RECONSTRUCTION/SEPTIC &
HANDICAP CAPITAL RESERVE ESTABLISHED IN 1994.
ARTICLE 12. VOTED TO INCREASE THE TOWN CLERK'S SALARY BY $300 FROM
$6.800 TO $7.100 AND TO ADD $25.00 TO 4155 PERSONAL
ADMINISTRATION TO COVER THE TOWNS SHARE OF FICA ETC.
ARTICLE 13. VOTED TO INCREASE THE TAX COLLECTOR'S SALARY BY $300 FROM
$6.800 TO $7,100 AND TO ADD $25.00 TO 4155 PERSONAL
ADMINISTRATION TO COVER THE TOWNS SHARE OF FICA ETC.
ARTICLE 14. VOTED TO INCREASE THE HOURLY WAGE OF THE DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
AND DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR FROM $6.00 PER HOUR TO $6.25
PER HOUR. THE FUNDS NEEDED FOR THIS INCREASE ARE INCLUDED
IN LINES 4140 ELECTION. REGISTRTION AND VITAL STATISTICS
AND 4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION.
ARTICLE 15. VOTED TO ALLOW THE TOWN CLERK TO RETAIN 50% OF THE INCOME
FROM MUNICIPAL AGENT FEES UP TO $500.
ARTICLE 16. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS OF MONEY:
4140 ELECTION. REGISTRAR I OC;iv & VITAL STATISTICS $11,700
4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION $20.597
TOTAL $32,297
An amendment was made to the original article to reflect
the raise increases voted in article 12 and 13. The original
figures were $11,400 for Election. Registration & Vital Statistics
and $20,297 for Financial Administration.
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ARTICLE 17. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $26,500 FOR A
COMPLETE RE-EVALUATION OF THE TOWN AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
WITHDRAWAL OF $15.000 FROM THE NEW APPRAISAL CAPITAL RESERVE
ESTABLISHED IN 1990 AND TO FURTHER AUTHORIZE THE CLOSURE AND
USE OF THE REAPPRAISAL FUND STILL HELD BY THE TREASURER IN THE
AMOUNT OF $7,808 FOR THIS PROJECT, AND FURTHER, TO AUTHORIZE
THE SELECTMEN TO CHOOSE A REAPPRAISAL COMPANY TO PERFORM THE
APPRAISAL AND TO SIGN ALL DOCUMENTS AND TAKE ALL ACTION AS
MAY BE NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THE PURPOSE OF THIS VOTE. THE
BALANCE TO BE RAISED BY TAXES. THIS WILL BE A NON-LAPSING
ACCOUNT PER RSA 32:3 VI AND WILL NOT LAPSE UNTIL THE RE-EVALUATION
IS COMPLETED OR IN THREE YEARS WHICHEVER IS LESS.
ARTICLE 18. VOTED TO APPROVE THE FOLLOWING INCREASES FOR THE POLICE DEPT.
OFFICER IN CHARGE From $8.00 Per Hr. TO $9.00 PER HR,
PATROL OFFICER From $7.00 Per Hr. TO $8.00 PER HR.
ARTICLE 19. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $14.000 FOR THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
ARTICLE 20. THIS ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED.
To raise and appropriate the sum of $23,351 for the purchase
of a new Police Cruiser and to withdraw the total in the
Police Department Cruiser Capital Reserve of $16,240 plus
interest at the time of withdrawal. And to further authorize
the Selectmen to sell or trade the current police cruiser and
apply the proceeds to this appropriation. The balance to be
raised by taxes.
DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 21. AMENDMENT VOTED ON THIS ARTICLE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE
SUM OF $3,000 TO BE ADDED TO THE POLICE DEPARTMENT CRUISER
CAPITAL RESERVE ESTABLISHED IN 1978 AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN AS AGENTS TO EXPEND.
The original amount in this article was for $5,000.
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ARTICLE 22. VOTED TO ESTABLISH THE GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
AS THE TOWN'S OFFICIAL MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENT FOR THE PURPOSE
OF RSA 154: 1-A AND RSA 154: I-B. TO APPROVE THE SELECTION OF
THE FIRE CHIEF BY THE MEMBERSHIP, THE OWNERSHIP OF EQUIPMENT
TO BE JOINTLY OWNED BY THE TOWN AND THE GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE
DEPARTMENT. AND TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO ACCUMULATE AND
EXPEND FUNDS AS THEY DEEM NECESSARY AS IS ALLOWED BY RSA 154:1-
ARTICLE 23. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $13,515 FOR SUPPORT
OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
ARTICLE 24. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $2,000 TO BE ADDED
TO PERSONAL FIREFIGHTERS EQUIPMENT CAPITAL RESERVE ESTABLISHED
IN 1994.
ARTICLE 25. AMENDMENT VOTED ON THIS ARTICLE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE
SUM OF $5,000 TO BE ADDED TO THE FIRE TRUCK CAPITAL RESERVE
ESTABLISHED IN 1994.
The original amount in this article was for $2,000.
ARTICLE 26. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS OF MONEY
FOR OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY:
4215 AMBULANCE $3,904
4240 BUILDING INSPECTION $ 650
4290 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT $ 450
Total $5,004
ARTICLE 27. VOTED TO APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING RAISES FOR THE HIGHWAY
DEPARTMENT TO BE GIVEN AT THE SELECTMEN'S DISCRETION:
ROAD AGENT From $9.00 per hr . TO $10.50 PER HR.
ASSISTANT ROAD AGENT From $8.00 per hr. TO $ 9.00 PER HR.
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ARTICLE 28. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS OF MONEY
FOR HIGHWAYS AND STREETS:
4312 HIGHWAY & STREETS $82,840
4313 BRIDGES $ 400
4316 STREET LIGHTING $ 325
Total $83,565
ARTICLE 29. THIS ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $18,150 to replace a second bridge on Ball Park Road,
DEFEATED
ARTICLE 30. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS TO BE
PLACED IN ESTABLISHED CAPITAL RESERVES FUND;
CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES $3,000
Established in 1992
HIGHWAY HEAVY EQUIPMENT $4,000
Established in 1994
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT TRUCK $2,000
Established in 1990
ARTICLE 31. THIS ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,000 to return to gravel a one-half mile section of
Province Road located between Trudeau Rd. and Messer Rd.
This sum is not reflected in Article 28. _pp^._p_
ARTICLE 32. VOTED TO APPROVE A RAISE FOR THE TRANSFER STATION ATTENDANTS,
FROM $6.00 PER HOUR TO $6.50 PER HOUR. The sum for this raise
is reflected in Article 23.
ARTICLE 33. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUM FOR SANITATION:
4323 SOLID WASTE COLLECTION $9,282
4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL $58,918
Total $68,200
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ARTICLE 34. VOTED TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL RESERVE FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS
OF RSA 35:1 FOR THE PURPOSE OF A COMPACTOR AT THE TRANSFER
STATION AND RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $2.000 TO BE PLACED
IN THIS FUND.
ARTICLE 35. VOTED TO ALLOW THE SELECTMEN TO PAY THE TOWN OF LEMPSTER A
PORTION OF THE COST TO DISPOSE OF THE SCHOOL'S SOLID WASTE
FOR THE 1994-1995. The money to do so would come from item
4324 Solid Waste Disposal.
ARTICLE 36. THIS ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,325 to pay a Special Assessment levied by the NH/VT
Solid Waste District. npFEATED
ARTICLE 37. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS FOR HEALTH
AND WELFARE:
4413 HEALTH $ 250
4415 SENIOR CENTER $ 300
4415 SULLIVAN COUNTY HOSPICE $ 250
4415 LAKE SUNAPEE HOME HEALTH $2,500
4415 MEALS ON WHEELS $ 250
4441 WELFARE $ 800
4442 DIRECT ASSISTANCE $8,000
Total $12,350
ARTICLE 38. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS FOR
CULTURAL, RECREATION AND CONSERVATION:
4550 LIBRARY $ . 9 ,982
4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES $ 500
4619 CONSERVATION $ 350
Total $10,832
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ARTICLE 39. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE $53,000 FOR THE PURCHASE OF
LOT 86 ON MAP 209 AT RAND POND. $25,000 TO BE FUNDED BY A
GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE. THE REMAINING $28,000
TO BE RAISED BY TAXES. THIS WILL BE A SPECIAL NON-LAPSING
ACCOUNT PER RSA 32:3 VI AND WILL NOT LAPSE UNTIL SUCH TIME AS
THE GRANT IS AWARDED AND THE ACQUISITIONS HAVE BEEN MADE OR
5 YEARS, WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.
ARTICLE 40. VOTED TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL RESERVE FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS
OF RSA 35:1 FOR THE PURPOSE OF BUILDING AN ADDITION TO THE
LIBRARY AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $2,000 TO BE
PLACED IN THIS FUND AND DESIGNATE THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES AS
AGENTS TO EXPEND.
ARTICLE 41. VOTED TO ALLOW THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION TO CREATE A
CONSERVATION FUND TO COLLECT FUNDS FOR ACQUISITIONS OF LAND
FOR THE TOWN AND TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO DEPOSIT
50% OF ALL REVENUES COLLECTED PURSUANT TO RSA 79-A (LAND USE
CHANGE TAX) IN THIS CONSERVATION FUND IN ACCORDANCE WITH
RSA 36-A:5III AS AUTHORIZED BY RSA 79-A:25II.
ARTICLE 42. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $825 TO UPDATE THE
TOWN'S TAX MAPS AND TO WITHDRAW THAT AMOUNT FROM THE TAX MAP
CAPITAL RESERVE.
ARTICLE 43. VOTED TO ALLOW THE TIMBER ESCROW ACCOUNT, IN THE AMOUNT OF
$3,000 PLUS INTEREST AT THE TIME OF CLOSURE, TO BE DISCONTINUED
AND THE FUNDS TO BE DEPOSITED IN THE GENERAL FUND.
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ARTICLE 44. VOTED TO ASK THE SELECTMEN TO INVESTIGATE THE WITHDRAWAL
OF GOSHEN FROM THE NH/VT SOLID WASTE PROJECT.
ARTICLE 45. To take up any other business as may legally come before this
meeting.
MOTION MADE THAT THE SELECTMEN BY MAY 15th APPOINT A COMMITTEE
OF FIVE PEOPLE, INCLUDING OUR OFFICER IN CHARGE OF THE POLICE
AND SUPERVISOR OF THE HIGHWAYS, EITHER ONE TO CHAIR. TO COME
UP WITH A SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE PURCHASE OR OTHERWISE
ACQUISITION OF A POLICE CRUISER, ITS SHELTER AND ITS
MAINTENANCE AND TO BE PRESENTED TO THE SELECTMEN AND THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE BY NOVEMBER 15th.
OUR HEALTH AND WELFARE OFFICER IS IN THE HOSPITAL HAVING
SUFFERED A HEART ATTACK AND A MOTION WAS MADE THAT WE WOULD
LIKE OUR SELECTMEN TO COMMUNICATE TO HIM OUR WARM FEELINGS
AND HOPES FOR HIS SPEEDY AND FULL RECOVERY.









FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1995
BIRTHS
Madison Rae Litchfield to Greg Alan Litchfield
and Sallyrae Williams. Place of Birth, Keene, N. H.
Brittany Ann Prior to Robert Adams II and Lou Ann
Prior. Place of Birth, Claremont, N. H.
Julie McCormick Schneider to Mark William and
Virginia Locke Schneider. Place of Birth, New London,
N. H.
Genevieve Ember Michaud to Daniel Mark and Christine
Andree Michaud. Place of Birth, New London, N. H.
Brandon Artemis Fleming to Eric William and Gayle









Yvette Jeanine Huot, daughter of Gedeon Joseph Huot
and Isabel Gregoire. Place of Death, New London, N. H.
Susie Ann Reed, daughter of Louis J. Gladue and Edith
Lewis. Place of Death, Goshen, N. H.
Maria Christine Sawyer, daughter of Georg C. Ungemach
and Wilhelmia Scheerer. Place of Death, New London, N. H.
Artemis (NMN) Spadafora, daughter of James N. Salta
and Fannie J. Psarrou. Place of Death, Goshen, N. H.
Dorothy Ardelle Goyette, daughter of Vernon Palmer
and Eunice Preston. Place of Death, Lebanon, N. H.
Roger Maxim Dame, Son of Albert Dame and Lumina Brinkman.
Place of Death Lebanon, N. H.
Esther Alice Jensen, daughter of Harold Jensen and
Thora Lawsan. Place of Death, Claremont, N. H.
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MARRIAGES
January 14, 1995 Michael Edward Boucher of Goshen, N. H. and Wendy
Sue Palmer of Goshen, N. H.
March 11, 1995 Robert Adams Prior, II of Goshen, N. H. and Lou Ann
Bromley of Goshen, N. H.
May 13, 1995 Thomas Scott Reed of Goshen, N. H. and Diana Jean
Barrieault of Goshen, N. H.
June 10, 1995 David Robert Hamilton of Goshen, N. H. and Tammy Jean
Ploss of Croydon, N. H.
July 22, 1995 John Perry Cabot of Goshen, N. H. and Donna Lynn
Wilcox of Goshen, N. H.
July 23, 1995 Marvin C. Lyon, III of Athol , Mass. and Tamalla M.
Wydra of Athol , Mass.
August 26, 1995 Steven Jay Avery of Goshen, N. H. and Lisa Ann Vrettas
of Goshen, N. H.
September 6, 1995 Anthony Joseph Davidson, Jr. of Goshen, N. H. and
Valerie Ann Wells of Goshen, N. H.
September 16, 1995 Anthony Scott Durgin of Goshen, N. H. and Lisa Raye
Morron of Goshen, N. H.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct
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379,493.99 39.99 3199.99 32,597.38
39.99 3337.32
33.99 3232,32
Earon, Ker.neth J. k
Cynthia L.
Hap 234-15 322,353.93 355,553.93 33.33 31,939,33




377,233.33 3:9,536.33 392,553,93 33.33 33,585.53
Barrett, Ronald R. (
Janice L.
Ha? 239-17
Land W/S Rand Pond R




Puriort Lotl2 Hand P
395,953.93 3333,39 39.33 32,345.19
Bartlett, Gordon C. Hap 239-98
Soieplace Brook Hd.
3149,939.93 553,3^7.93 367,933.99 33.93 53,345.22
Bartlett, Gordon C. Hap 413-2
L/0 Brook Rd.
334,959.93 34,535.33 33.93 3199.75
Bartlett, Gordon C. Hap 419-19
L/0 Hountain Rd.
317,433.93 31,449.93 33.99 334.85




343,739.99 365,599.93 33.99 32,573.94
Bartlett, Phyllis A. Xa? 232-33
L/0 E/S Center Rd.
591,593.93 31,253.99 59.99 339,44
66
Barton, Edwla C. i Ka? 283-18 339,958.83 519,858.88 33.83 31,447.16
Svely: S. Eouss/La:i Rt 18
Beaujry, Norland E. Xap 289-18.2 349,858.88 346,888. 88 33.83 32,333.21
Laad Only
BeauUeu, Robert Hap 483-1 312,633.88 SiM 3334.92
1/2 tf Srlghtaan Glliau Lot Laar Eill
Bell, Robert J. i Ma? 412-22.1 3219,883.88 3123,285.88 3282,883.88 38.83 39,835.95
Janlne X. ?::i;: Js::ie Gary La:l
EalL, Robert J. i Ka? 412-2:.
2
3 J. 23
:a:l[:e K. Forae: Jer::e Ga:j la:!
E5lllr.grr, Lawrence L. i Xap 412-11 342,233.33 3:5, 353. 83 33.83 3133.33 32, 25:. 31
'<f^.:te, Mar;^.a y.. Ecieplare '^/S =r::i
Ber.nett, Eerbert G. i Xap 412-5 3:3,433.33 34T,333.83 333,733.33 33.33 33, 35'. 75
Joyce I. E::s?la:e ?r:vi::= H
=5n.-rtt, ?.::r.arl .1. Xa? 232-5 344,753.33 359,553.33 33.33 33,531.74
i 2::jt;-.y E. E:;epla:i .-.: -1
Berger::, Ecwari Xa? 239-134 323,553.33 39:3.33 33.83 323.23
i ?a:l:r.e R. L/0 W/S Br-::^ .=.:.
Berkeley, Sarcli L Xa? 237-13.1 323,253.83 SJ.J8 3453.3:
L/0 Cross Ri. L:: 1
Berkeley, Sarold L Xap 237-13.2 321,838.88 58.88 3533.23
L/0 Cross Rd. Lot 2
Berry, Oauna &. Xap 284-21 37,253.33 S3. 88 3175.45
Winter Land Rt 13
Berube, Staaley R. 4 Xap 289-33 3139,333.83 323,458.83 33.88 33,333.55
Lois L Eruse Lot 13 Ei?
Bevllacq'ja, Kevin D. Xa? 282-24 343,838.83 397,383.83 38.83 33,539.33
i Tra-ey i. Soieplace it 13
3evlla:qua, Kl2 X. Xa? 232-25 3:5,733.33 3145,533.33 33.33 35,135.24
Boaeplace Rt 18
Sevllacqua, Louis D. Xap 233-1 383,353.83 357,332.33 333,283.38 33.33 33,432.33
i Slalne E. Eoneplace Rt 18
Beyerle, Karen R. Map 232-28.2 344,633.33 S2M 31,879.32
k Nightingale, Robert L/0 Center Rd.
i Xurlel
Beyerle, Karen R. Xap 282-23.2 338,288.88 38.83 3924.44
i Cartledge, Nancy R. Building Only Center Rd.
Blackwood, Robert K. Jr. Xap 232-4 352,388.83 334,433.83 33.33 33,383.14
k Susan X. Eoaeplace Rt 13
Boardaan, Juan 7. Hap 237-2 335,853.83 341,253.83 33,33 31,373.55
k Barbara J. Kobllehoiae Brickyard
BootH, Cynthia k Leon R. Xap 235-5 335,833.33 368,533.88 323,833.33 3133.33 31,751.33
Boaeplace Cross Ri.
Ecsaa, David 3. 4 Xa? 233-4 333,253.33 3:2,133.33 33.33 31,992.37
Kathleen L. Eoneplace Cross 5.i.
Brayfield, TM'a: D. Xa? 235-5.1 327,533.33 333,5:3.83 33.33 31,477.41
L/0 E/S Cress Si.
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3:igit:ar., 2a:l E. 1 Slaar-Ha? 4J]-1 312, -23. 23 32.33 3334.9:
Browf:, :5cqueli"5 S. t Xa? 23"-i: 341,533.33 33.33 31,335.72
3u"a:u3:a, Ma:y Ha? 23:-: 344,733.33 349,4:3.33 33.33 s:, 273, 42
Eousr/La;:i ::::: Hi.
Huliay, Victor J Ha? 231-9 353,753.33 3:7,533.23 33.33 32,133.37
& Cathsrlnc S. Mcbllehoae/Lani iall
a:::fo-i, Robert S. Ha? 239-25 353,523.23 317,233.22 53.33 51,633.34
i Loi3 N. Cottage Lotlli Eaii
Eurford, Robert B. Ha? 239-25 35,133.33 33.23 3123.42
i Lois S. Land Only Back of 11
Sun'ora, Robert S. Ha? 229-42.2 35,353.33 33.33 3146.41
I Lol3 S. Lot 13-2 Raai Fo:i R
Burforl, Robert S. Ha? 233-5 523,353.23 352,333.33 32.23 32,235.83
1 Lol: S. Hoii35/Lar.i Ht I?
3urr.haa, David B. i Ha? 236-5 334,353.33 374,353.33 33.33 32,533.54
Lore:e G. Eoaeplaoe Lot 3 C::-
Burns, Ha-lc R. Ha? 239-74 393,533.23 525,322.23 33.23 3133.33 52,922.53
Cottage lota 7i3 D'i)
BushnslI, Leonard S. Hap 411-3 525,953.32 543,853.32 53.32 51,515.55
BenJaaln Rand -lare
Butler, Kelly L. Trustee Hap 229-121 537,333.33 579,153.33 53.33 52,812.83
0?3 Butler Trust Eoaeplace Brooit Rd.
Byrne, Hlldred C. Ha? 421-21 514,353.33 53.33 5359.37
N/S Leapster Coacli R
Caiargo, Jorge ( Hap 235-6.3 513,733.83 S».»» 5331.54
Jialse: i Vasque: Lot 5 JoSnsoc S.D
Canniff, Paul J. k Ha? 434-5 319,633.23 51,553.33 53.33 537.95
Joyce D. Lot off Rt 13
Cannon, .°ete: i Ha? 411-:i3 551,233.23 514,3:3.33 33.33 31,343.41
Elaine A. Cottage/Land Prcvin:
Cannon, Peter t Ha? 413-4 352,753.33 33.23 31,513.5:
Elaine A. - Eall Lot Provlnci ?.l
•
Carle, Lawrence 0. Ha? 229-73 354,353.33 322,353.33 33.33 32,
132. 53
u3. :3J.., dJii.: .-.. Xap iJi-Z: 335,753.33 3133,533.33 33.33 3133.33
33,417.4-
Ca-l=on, John A. Hap 231-1 322,333.33 53.33
3539.5:
Land Leispter C:a:n
Carlson, John A. Ha? 231-2 313,333.33 33.33
3249.2:
Land Leaspter Coacn
Carnevale, Senry G Ha? 239-113 322,953.33 356,353.33 53.33 5133.33
31,311.83
k Fay S. Eoaeplace Brook ?.d.
Caron, Gary H. Hap 222-5 554,433.33 598,953.33 53.33 53,711.37





Carrlck, Jaiss R. I
Susan '«'. & Jca
Carrlck, Jaiss R. l


















S/S Rags Elll Rd.
Hap 434-7
L/0 N/S Provlace Rd.
Hap 434-6
Trudeau Place K/S Pr
Ha? 233-13
L/3 E/S ProvlBca Rd.
Ha? 434-3
L/0 E,'3 rz-.T.r. ::w-
Ha? 412-2
L/0 S/3 Hassa:
Castanlia, Xirliasl 4 Ha? 231-15
534,533.33 S3. 33
332,532.33 5112,133.33 53.33
547,253.33 557,953.33 - 53.33
542,253.33 33.33
595,533.33 535,827.33 532,733.33 323,333.33
5153,553.33 526,393.33 557,733.33 53.33
577,533.33 51,743.33 53.33

















Cia?:-, RDba-t A. 1
Shirlay H.
C:a?aa.i, Noraa.-; D. 3:.
4 Saral J.
Ciartlar, Alvlr.a V.
Ciase, Gragory 1 Jill



















Cottaga Let 7 Rand P
Ha? 239-37 349,533.33
Cottage Lot B Raid ?
Hap 231-13 337,553.33
Eoiseplace R: 31
































Coaro7, PSlllp S. i Xa? 233-L4.1 SI5,453J3





CDtr, Earold i. i
&".5 S.




Corrlveau, Donald L. Xa? 435-3
i Patricia J. Lar.d V/S It;. R:.
Corriveau, Sandra i Ma? 235-27

























Cyr, ;<i::ia: S. Jr.
Newbury/Eradford
Dalay, Cirlstophsr ?. i Hap 289-52
Carol J. Cottage Lot 1 Ea;d ?




Daaery, Ibosas A. t Hap 289-135
Jur.e C. Cottage/Land Er;;.\ R
Cane, Celrdre S. "net Ha? 233-12
Earrad Land Province
Davey, Trevor Hap 288-11.3








Davidson, intiony J. Jr. Hap 235-27 Lot 1 325,733.33
Johason S.C. Cross Ed.
Davis, Donald 1. k
iUce H.
Davis, Donald i. i
Alice K.
Davis, gd2':nd C. i
Katiierlae C.





De.nnls, Srnest G. 1
Barbara A.



















S3. 83 S3. 83




Land V/S St 13
Hap 233-15
n,IIcp-dCc ujt - rTOV
313,753.!
345,153.!



















Ha? 237-1 314,333.33 S323.! 33.33 37.74
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Cenr:ii, l:ziV. G. i y.d? 23: -3.
2
33;, 333. 35
Ed.'bara A. "-"-= -^-^•
:e"l3, 3r:33; 3. 3: 5 Xd? 23=-]2 323,133.33
Ll.ili." Ecir'^laCc :.";; i.
Ce:2l3, Snest G. Sr 5 Ki? 233-29 S42,333.33
LI 1 liar. Sjieplace in:; :.i.
Cea:i3, Gary L. t Xa? 23S-I 337,9:3.33
KarU-ue C. Eosaplace C.-ds: ?.i.
35" ,2:3.23 33.33 33, 5::. 41
3123 ,7:3.33 33.33 32, 735. 77
59: ,253.33 33.33 313 3.33 33,2:2.91
S-5 ,733.33 33.33 32,774.53
335 ,333.33 33.33 32,393.83
325 ,333.33 33.33 32,933.52
CescSasps, Briar. L. i Xap 239-112 347,133.33
Eefcccci ?. X:bllehoie.'La:i Srcok Hi.
Cs3?lri;o, Sill J. 1 Map 239-43 395,133.33
Rj35 G. Co'.-.age Ea:i ?:::
Cevsau, J:^.a L. J:. 1 Xa? 432-3.2 325,533.33 53.33 3:41.33
Lira: 3. Lot 2 Sastaan S.D.
Drwar, Kjbart S. Hap 234-33 325,353.33 373,933.33 33.33 3133.33 32,326.35
Sjisplaca R: 13
Csite:, «Ulla3 B. i Xa? 231-32 337,633.33 355,253.33 33.33 3133.33 32,333.97
Kathlee: S. Scieplaca Rt 31
Csr.ar, XlUiai B. t Xa? 231-35 317,433.33 S3. 83 3421.33
Kathleen S. Land «/S Rt 31
Deitar, Kllllaa B. t Xa? 231-31 313,233.83 S3. 83 S443.44
Kathleen E. Land 'US Rt 31
Dlckerias, Gerald H. I Xa? 432-1 345,553.33 337,925.33 335,533.33 323,333.33 3133.33 31,217.39
Betty D. Eotaplace Rt 31
Dlclceraan, Gerald E. k Kap 431-8.81 $22,633.83 31,668.88 $3.H 343.37
Setty D. Land only K/S Rt 31
Dli3n, Thoaas P. 4 Xap 286-35 379,358.83 333,538.38 335,633.83 33.33 3233.33 52,383.95
.".arjaret X. t3'.i3e/i.and Ceiter ti
Doibroskl, illen S. Xap 232-15 322,353.33 321,3:3.33 313,533.33 33.33 3959.53
Xua:e:y ?.d. L;t 15
C:nne:, Lillian J. Xap 239-113 335,533.33 3:5,553.33 343,333.33 31,235.23
Eoieplace ::;:;< li.
Do::, George A. Jr. Trust Xap 412-31 3141,753.33 3133,595.33 3152,333.33 33.33 3133.33 37,134.33
Eoieplace Z'A ?::vlr.
Z:::, Georgr .'. J:. r:j3t Xa? 412-33
La.'.d orily Did r:ov.-
Do::, G:::ge K. ::. r:u3t Xa? 411-25 353,333.33 33.33 31,471.35
Land o:.ly Cld r::7lr.
Down To Sa:th I.-.:. Map 412-27 559,353.33
Land S/3 E:oo:< id.
Downey, Joseph I Xap 234-24 352,233.33
Ea::5tt, Seatte: Eoieplace IIS H: 13
Durgln, Anthony I Xa? 235-3.12 541,553.33
Xa::on, Lisa S/S Cross Ed.
Dargln, Christine 4. I Xap 233-11.2 523,153.33






Dustli, Johu C. y.d? 233-8 Hail ?D:d $59,333.33 S33,733.33 S3. 33 32,173.33
Cottdgr Ls: 12 Eoi-t
Dustin, Mr. C. Hap 233-7 Said Pond 533,433.33 53.33 5333.23
Laad VIS Lot 13
Dustla, Xirk G. Hap 233-82 535,233.33 524,933.23 33.33 51,473.62
E/S Rand Poid Ed.
Eastlasd, Hlchael S Hap 412-9 529,333.33 53.83 5731.33
Saidra 4. Lo; 2 Deerlng S.D.
Bds3-Lelacd, SMrley i. Hap 281-4 545,153.83 535,853.33 53,83 53,412.23
Eoieplace Ballpark R
Elkholi, Peter 1 Map 411-16 532,133.33 51,535.33 33.33 537.17
HariOu S. Land Ocly Brooi Ed.
Ellis, Eachael Kap 282-23 5184,458.83 565,565.33 531,383.33 523,833.83 51,379.52
Koblle HDue H'jjisry Rd.
Erlclcsoa, Carl G. Kap 412-15 3157,333.83 5137,658.83 5233,533.33 53.88 513,315.69
Eoirplace Er:olt Ed.
Sspada, J:rg3 1 Rsyas, X. Ha? 235-2.; 515,353.33 33.33 333:. 5;
Hatos, Sylvia La.'.d o-ly Cr;:3 Ed.
?5Ulkr.ar, Frederick P. Ha? 235-13 533,953.33 551,553.33 33.33 32,214.33
3:3,553.33 32", 333. 33 32.03 32,213.57
334,553.33 314,133.33 313,553.33 33.33 5595.17
53.33 33.33
53.33 3133.33 32,231.57
Filkins, Donald L. k Ha? 233-15 525,433.83 559,353.33 33.33 32,353.35
Judlt.^. 4. Eo:e?la:e Broox Ed.
?lai, Jases E. i Ha? 233-43 I 42.1 5113,753.83 554,733.33 33.33 34,333.39
Debora:. 'i. Cottage Lot 3113 Ei?
Fit:?atrl::<, Hargaret k. Ha? 231-33 542,333.33 5131,533.33 53.33 34,213.35
Soieplace Hcuntal:
Fltzpatrlck, Soree: H. Hap 239-71 575,333.33 522,353.33 33.33 52,337.33
Cottage/Lot Hand
i Linda H. E;3epl3:e :::s;
Fennessey, Say:o-d 7. Ha? 233-33
C;t:age Ei:d ?;
Ferguso:, Jo!in G. 1 Ha? 232-2
Erie- 1/2 w Ega- ::ttage/La:d H
Fergus::,^::::- G. i Ha? 232-3
Land 0:ly
Field, Carsoa .V 1 Ha? 234-14








Flanders, Bardon J. 4 Hap 282-13 8 58.83 533.35
Linda Laad S/3 Ht 18
Flaaders, Bardon &. 4 Hap 432-13 53.88 5735.
Linda Land W/S Rt 18
FleaelUng, Hark C. Jr. Map 481-4 38.88 52,495.82
& Taaay Soieplace Et 31
FlewelUng, Hark C. Sr. Hap 234-31 53.38 5138.83 52,458.63
Land S/S Rt 18
Forest Futures CorporationHap 431-13 53.33 523.34
Part of Daptme iUen
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Pouriler, Do'jglas H. i
Ll'da C
Fowls:, Eenr.ls J. t
Kelly A.
?:wl3:, Ce:::l3 J. i
Kally A.




?ri=:ar., La-:;::: y.. I
• f. P •' ! U

















La-i o: C:-=£ :;:.
Xa? 231-4.31
La.'.i or. Cros: ?.i.
Freapo:: Ceveloc:e:t In:. Xa? 43?-5






GagnoQ, Thoaas X. i
Catiy 4.
Galpltt, Ralph V.








Genzllnge:, R:!;e:t 5. i
Ge:ia.i, S'jssall 1
Antoinette
Chlloal, DoMll J. i
Judith,













Map 235-23 Lot 2 514,453.33




Eoaeplace Lot 5 Cubo
Ha? 239-15 345,233.33
















Cottage V/S Raad Foa
334,753.33 323,333.33





Barn K/S H; 13
Xa? 431-13
Eo£e?la:e Lei? C:a:n :.!
535,658.83 551,753.88 53.
51,353.83








Ha? 432-7 5113,323.33 543,543.33 354,933.33 33.33 3133.33
<a: 412-17 315,333.33





















G:lle=:i:, Coiiill X. i Xa? :35-:3 533, 753. 32 33.33 3315. :3
vark L;; 9i Hi? ?=:: J::cl
Got::., Jack .i, 4 Ha; 434-14 343,453.33 333, 533. 33 33.33 32,337.3;
Goci.'-Tcjplet:^, Kelly Cotiage/Lo^d ?:ovii:5 Si.
Gouthls:, Sayaond R. 1 Xap 235-13.2 321,333.33 329,553.33 33.33 3133.33 31,132.33
Judy B. Eojeplace Cris; Ed.
GOuthle:, Sayjoad 3. 4 Hap 205-13.1 335,953.33 312,633.33 33.33 31,174.91
Judy B. E::=pla:5 H::q1c/::33£ Rds.
Gofiysa, Sod-.ey )l. 4 Hap 234-25 343,953.33 355,533.33 33.33 32,433.93
Tracy L. Eoieplac? E: 13
Cosher; Fo:s3t Trading C:. Ha? 437-1 3635,353.33 3113,753.33 33.03 32.753.19
Goldberg La^d Blood Valley
Go3:, Stuart 4 Vicky Ha? 233-25 335,553.33 353,333.33 33.33 32,537.37
Balla La:d Stoles ?.d.
Gould, J03epti:e 4 Ha? 235-22 315,433.33 33.33 3335.35
Crawford, Gayle Lar.d Or.ly Cester Hd.
Goyette, Leo Jr. 4 Kap 412-25 333,453.33 343,933.33 33.33 31,923.27
Chrlstlr.e Eoieplace ?roYl:-e Hd.
Goyette, Richard S. Hap 234-25 353,553.33 331,355.33 353,333.33 33.33 3133.33 31,353.33
Boieplace Rt 13
Grader, Elizabeth F. Kap 134-13 349,633.33 35,523.33 31,233.33 33.33 3137.32
S/S Le2piter Coacu Rd.
Gray, Glean C. 4 Hap 233-55 3113,553.33 369,333.33 33.33 34,352.37
Judith C. 4 Ruth Eouse/Land Raad Po^d
Greeae, Richard a. 4 Kap 431-13 373,233.33 353,531.33 329,453.33 33.33 32,153.34
Sialne R. Scott Pasture
Hap 432-2 315,333.33 33.33 3337.23
aarcara A.
Grliri, Varrer. X. Ha? 232-15 35,532.33 31,133.33 33.33 3135.34
L/B Elood Brook X.-iiery Rd.
C-rlswcld, Ray:or.d Jr. 1 Ha? 233-35 375,333.33 31,353.33 33.33 31,353.77
Grlswold, Eay:3:d Jr. i Ha? 233-35 3-5,1:3.33 343,953.3! 33.23 33,253.42
Lillian, Trustee; Lot 15 El? Eard :-"i
Gulllerette, .\l:red H. 4 Ha? 233-13 345,133.23 331,533.33 33.33 3133.33 31,777.92
Guille:ette, Jlfred H. 4 Ha? 233-75 1 233-53
Joyce Right oJ U: Ic;; 13-17
Gu.ider3oa, Floyd Y. Ha? 234-41 335,353.33
Eoieplace 2/3 Et 13
Guyette, Harry 4 Ruby Ha? 434-1 325,353.33
Eoieplace Province Rd.
Hadley, Frarxes 3. Ha? 234-5 34,733.33
La'd/^u' "d'" -t '3
Eadley, Fra-ices 3. Ha? 234-7 315,933.33






Bailay, Frances S. Ha? 234-B S5,653.aj saj2 S15J.93
L/0 3/3 of: Lea: H:ll
Eailey, Frances S. Ka? 234-5 SI, 133. 33 S3. 33 S"": 52
La,il C.:ly R; 13
Eadley, Fra.-.ces S. Sap 234-13 S3:, 333. 83 SI, 523. 33 S3. 33 S33.23
Hailey, Frances S. Kap 234-12 535,953.33 S2,I53.33 53.83 552 27
L/0 S.'S Lea: Hill Hi.
Eall, Bertiari J. t Ha? 236-23 S52,353.33 591,433.33 53.33 53,4/3.75
Noree: X. Eoase/La:i!l C8:tar Hi.
Eall, R. Kelts i Hap 233-3 552,433.33 573,333.33 53.33 52 959 34
Hary S. E::epla:c Rl 13
Ealloclc, Jeaa C. Ha? 294-27 553,953.33 545,412.33 5113,539.93 S3. 33 53 79-27
Eciiclace ?t 13
Eoilltr., lloyi H. i Hap 412-13 525,433.33 5:4,553.33 S3. 33 5133.33 51,334.75
S;:l:I=y aj..r[--3.e
Earllto:;, Ric^.ari 4 Ka? 232-29 554,333.33 354,533.33 33.33 32,547.43
Barbara J. E:';:e/Laui Ce::e: Ri
Eaiil'.j-, R:be:!: S. Ha? 235-15 333,533.33 333,433.33 S3. 33 52,943.93
i Eeverly A. Ecieplace Er;:k Ri.
Ea::lt;:, R::e:t E. Hap 234-49 317,533.33 31,433.33 -3. 23 S-3 32
i Eiv-ly }.. li-i ::ly R: 13
Ea:l:a:;, :33:pi L. i Hap 233-4 37,453.33 523, 353. 33 33.33 ' 3555.53
Ha-lr :• 3c^.;ol^.:-:." R; 13
Sat:i, Ll-ia 1. Hap 232-25 523,333.33 524,133.33 53.33 51,253.92
E::e?la:e R: 31
Saywari, Harlc L k Kap 232-23 347,533.33 517,333.33 53.33 51 553 32
Tl:a H. Goyet'.e Laii X/S Ht
Ba:elton, Rodney B. i Ha? 235-29 532,633.33 333,833.33 53.33 51,535.33
Katherlue G. EDUse/Laai Ceite: Ri.
Sebert, George L. I Ha? 232-33 534,753.33 575,753.33 53.33 32,533.33
Cebora Eoieplace H: 31
Eefka, Bruce S. i Ha? 239-2 541,953.33 5153,453.33 53.33 54,735.93
Hary A. Bacxslie Inn Brcolc R
Heflca, Bruce S. ( Hap 239-3 515,599.93 59,953.93 53.93 $594.11
Hary i. Lana/oulldlaj Brook
Befka, Bruce I. i Hap 239-1 3137,353.33 53.93 32,639.97
Hary J. Casale/Foiglve Cevelcp.
Befka, Bruce E. k Hap 299-85 5113,799.99 58.99 52,751.54
Hary A. Land Oaly
Eeilngway, Rayaoad J. Hap 292-9 539,753.93 544,433.33 53.93 51,313.63
k Roblr. L. Bosieplace S/S Rt 13
Heary, Christopher H. Hap 411-7.1 524,453.93 S3. 93 S591.69
I Barbara A. VIS Brook Rd.
Beusser, Paul D. k Hap 299-27 524,333.93 51,393.93 33.33 S619.52
Harta Let 13A Ra.-i Pcni
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Seasser, Paul D. i Ka? 289-23 S28,S5J.8J
Xarta Lot i:a Skterg Ea^i
£au3H2i, Paul D. 1 Xa? 235-21.4 A::ei=: S3:3.33
Xa-to Lot 43 ?u:::r: ?i:i
Elleaway Fara S=al:7 TrustMa? 434-13 3133,333.33
'
52,133.33




Hlieavay ?a:: realty Irusty.a? 434-9.1 333,1:3.33 534, 93:. 33 325,533.33 33.33
X;ray ?la:e r^'iCl ?::
Eilaaway ?a:: P-aalty TrustMa? 434-9.2
3-4,?:3.33 33, 733. 33
335,323.33 31,:23.33










•} l!'ry!-:SiCiara I,. 1 Xap 233-1 C:o33 li. 335,353.33
Sar.cy J. Eoseplace ?:DVl::e ?.
Elatsa, Russell 1 Xa? 411-7.3
Karsa:, Luclen L/0 Site:; Ri.
Sodgaar., Bruce 0. i Ha? 233-11
Eerletta L. E::epli:e S::le5 It




391,353.33 335,971.33 337,633.33 333,333.33 3133.33
levofiae Boscplace vrcas r.-.
Eodgm, Robert H. k Ka? 235-21 333,133.2
Jear. Soieplace Siole; El.
Soldes, Clara P. I Xap 239-37 Lot 14 591,553.!
Rark A. i Wayne F. Cottage Hi? Ra:i P::
EoUliay, David J. 5 Map 232-23.12











Hook, Fraak t Harloa Xap 239-15 Lot 25-3 351,553.33
Hooper, Joia E.














lopklas, Joha P. 1 Xap 23>3
Susaa R. Eosepiace
E::kl:s, Jol^a P. i Xac 413-3
Sujaa R. L/b Brock Ri.
Eora, Xllliaa E. i .Ha? 233-95
Vlrglala Eoaeplare 3::
Howard, 3:1: Xap 435-9
343,533.33
342,553.33 335,335.33 394,153.33 33.33
313,333.33 3723.33 53.33


















Ear'cert Xargaretha TrusteeAleiaade: laid
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Ejwari, Sri: 1 ilrxar.ira y.ap 435-11 S?3,4:3.J3 31, 513. 33 S3J3 33.33 S5:.15
i E:l'.:r., Ka'.terl:; a:wari Lo: Zr.-z- Hi.
Eowari, Eerbert G. Map 435-4 s:4,553.03 33,333.33 S3. 83 iV 7j
E:ri ?a3'.u:5 Xt. Hi.
S:wa:i, Harbe:! G. Xa? 435-3 337,9:3.33 333,333.33 3:7,3:3.33 33.33 32, 127. 93
Saslaar. Lj'i
EDwari, Ea.-bi.-l G. S Xa? 435-2 319,553.33 31,333.33 33.33 3-:3.55
Xcrgarstha Raync-r Lot lis H: 31
Howard, Herbert G. k Xap 435-B 379,333.33 323, 55:. 33 35,333.33 33.33 SI5o.73
Xargar5t^.a Saatiar. La:i
H:w5, ilie: L. i Xa? 431-23 333,533.33 322,132.33 317,333.33 33.33 S955.3;
S3r.:ici3:r., Sanira V.'S Leapster Coa:i R
E'Jbsay, Robert Ii Naacy Xap 431-6 532,833.33 317,353.33 33.33 51 213 53
Cottage/la- Ht 31
Huff, Shavi D. & Hap 434-13.2 524,333.33 573,553.33 53.33 52,233.11
Avery, Angela D.
Hughes, Kllllaa A. 1 Ha? 231-7.1 I 7.2 3128,333.33 344,353.33 5112,253.33 53.33 3133.33 53,731.32
ratrida EsMcpIace sallpari H
Euater, Daaiel « Hazel Xap 233-13 529,833.38 531,953.33 523,333.33 5133.83 5913.35
Eoaeplace Erooi °i.
HuKter, Dailel i Ha:el Kap 234-45 51,433.88 55,633.83 53.83 S'69 43
W::iw:rk Sh:p E::::<
Eur/.er, :a:;:el i Ha:el Xap 234-4; 3433.33 32,433.33 33.33 557.75
E':r.ter, Rl:ha:i G. Xap 237-11 323,333.33 33.33 3534.35
H:Dt, Yvette J. .Xa? 232-37.1 553,233.33 332,353.33 323,333.33 3', 757. 3'
E::e?la:i H: 31
E:rile, :a:s.- S. i Xap 235-73.31 .:: 14 3:3,3:2.33 313,753.33 33.33 31,543.?:
E:3tD-, X:l-.::. H. k Xa? 432-14 371,753.33 355,433.33 53.33 33,173.33
ItalUr;:, WlUlaa 3. k Xap 239-79 5133,293.33 553,553.33 53.33 54,1:1.14
Joar. N. Souse/Lst Eo::!; l:r
Jacabsei, Virginia X. Xa? 434-13 535,233.33 555,253.33 53.33 32,213.35
Xobllehoie ?rovl::e
Jarilcke, Gary R. t Xap 413-6 544,653.83 543,853.33 53.03 5133.33 51,949.74
Llila L. Eoieplace Ge-ter Hi.
w'aalcke, Gary R. k Xa? 413-9 315,353.33 31,233.33 53.33 329.34
Llada L. Laid Otly Center Sd.
Jennings, Slwln L. Jr. 4 Xap 234-17 524,453.33 532,353.83 53.83 51,357.33
Shirley A. Eoieplace Lear Hill
Jennings, Scott A Xap 238-22.2 329,353.83 53.33 5733.31
Land Only Gross Hi.
JlUette, Arthur G. 4 Xa? 236-23 592,553.33 533,915.33 352,753.33 33.33 52,255.72
Beatrice X. Eoieplace Brickyard
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Johasoa, irtliur 4 Hap 233-14.2 $38,533.8} $13,633.33 S3. 33 $2,519.22
Shar:: L:; 1 C:nr:j S.i;.
Jahuson, Barbara I Taylor Xap 239-69 $53,633.33 $13,853.33 $3.33 $1,753.29
Trustees of Johnsoa Trust Cottage/Lot 2 Dut'Ols
Johason, Doddridge Xap 411-12 $53,453.33 $5,513.33 S3. 33 S133.34
Land Caly E::ox Hd.
Johnsori, Sraest 4 Hap 231-42 537,333.33 $53,853.33 S3. 33 52,125.97
Ha:=l G. S-uCOl^.ouse Lot 4 C:
Johnsoa, Hazel G. Hap 233-31 $123,3:3,33 3:1,133.33 3-:i,333.33 $3.33 32, 732. 31
Eo:eplo:e 3:ock li.
Joriaso:, Jolyo: Ha? 411-14 313,333.33 33.33 3333.3:
Sh.oles Pasture
Jor.r.so:., 'illlli: E. Ha? 239-55 3::", 333. 23 3:2,233.33 33.33 31, 311. 33
Joaes, i--a Ha? 432-5 34^223.33 313,335.33 3:,::3.33 33.33 3:23.3;
Joaes, Douglas I. 1 Ha? 234-13 333,433.33 343,733.33 33.33 3133.33 3:,:i:.3:
Edith H. Eoaeplaoe =t 13
Jo.ae3, Joha ?.. 4 Ha? 431-7 355,333.33 353,645.33 $43,153.33 $3.33 $2, 263. 36
Barbara ?.. Soaeplace Ht 31
Jordaa, Dcaald 4 Naacy 4 Xap 413-11 Ceater Hd 367,833.33 $16,323.33 $1,353.33 $3.33 $413.39
ocrdaa, Jaaes Sr.iag Chaadler Et^l Laad
Kaiierer, Edward 2. 1 Xap 236-9 $42,953.33 $32,553.33 $3.33 $1,731.12
atrice K. >.J..ijZI J3...^
$42,333.33 S3. 33 $1,916.54
$33,353.33 $3.33 $133.33 $2,657.52
337,433.33 $3.33 $2,373.73
$33,953.33 S3. 33 51,374.29
$45,353.33 S3. 33 $1,938.42
$53,553.33 $3.33 $2,354.66
Xavaaaugh, Robert L Ha? 233-27.3 $36,933.33
Kobilehose Erook Hd.
Keaptoa, Hoaald L Ha? 231-25 334,753.33
Eoieplsre Cross Hd.
Readall, Joyce H. Hap 239-35 $43,533.33
Eoieplace Lotl Hcaay
Xeaaelley, Hary 2. Hap 23"-15.2 Lot 1 $33,533.33
Xobllehoie Brooic Hd.
RllUoa, Paul T. 4 Xap 412-26 $34,253.33
HcHae, Paullr.e House/Lar.d Provlare
Roarad, Gertrude Xap 432-3.1 Lot 1 533,753.33
Sastaaa Sd Leip Coa:
Rorder, Valter O.R. Ha? 434-16 572,433.33 $1,245.33 S3. 33 533.13
Land Oaly Proviace E
Rosclelalak, Xichael P. 4 Xap 235-4 533,433.33 553,233.33 53.33 $2,337.72
Pattl S. Eoaeplace Cross Ed.
Rosaela, Joha Xap 432-8 $46,153.33 $3.33 $1,116.83
La."d Caly Eallpa:; H
Roval-zyk, Sta.aley X. 1 Ha? 231-13 S41,353.33 $54,133.33 $3.33 32,333.89
Catherl.'.e J. Ecaeplace 3all?iri H
.Krause, Paul G. Ha? 234-23 $52,853.33 $53,753.33 $3.33 3123.33 $3,447.72
Eoaeolace Ht 13
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L-'bca-o, Lo:l3 i A:l=:.3 Hi? 233-14 33:, 733. 33
K'jrphy Pr:p Provi::;
Luck, TSoaas I Katiieji Hap 233-27 331,833.8?
Ealla Laad S/S 5::1;
Lund, ?ra:ik 'i. l Ha? 235-13 s:-:, 433. 33
Kary G. E:aa?Ia:e 5:o3k HI.
KacDonald, Terrl Hap 234-33 323,333.33
Eoiepla:: F.t 13
Haclutyrr, RickU Sr. 4 Hap 281-23 342,933.83
ilice Eoiepla:: Rt 31
Hakara, Caalsl J. t Ha? 23M11 313,533.33
Barbara H. HoblleSoae Brook id.
Halloch, Jaies C. I Hap 289-117 329,533.83
Harriet Land/3ulldl:g Ercoi
Harlborough, Gary F. Ha? 239-89 Lot 5 352,183.88
".ii::., Howard :. Ma? 23:-l' 352, 3:3. 33
Hayar, H=ria: :. Ha? 4i:-15 34:, 4:3. 33
E::c?la:c :r::'< Hd.
XrClalla:., Qllva Ha? 234-43 335,753.33 33.33 3333.
HrCLoakay, l::.ii: H. 1 Ha? 233-51 333,333.33 3:1,333.33 33.33 33,431.
354,2:3.33 343,134.33 3-1,1:3.33 33.33 3133.33 3!,:55.






324,833.88 33.83 3133.83 31,194.73
315,453.88 33.88 31,634.71
343,333.33 33 3,333.33 31,:i:.93
354,753.33 33.33 32,4:4.34
:v :. Mi:.'.,..... w^.r, p.....iC..j
H::3:ol5;'.e, i:;hoiy J. Ha? 411-5 353,333.33 31,1:3.33 33.33 S23.87
La:d Only ?r;vl::r 5
H::::ough, Joii ?. 1 Ha? 231-25 315,553.33 32,933.33 33.33 3443.51
Gloria a. S.'icd Let c: Z::-- =d
H:GSa=, Jack G. Ha? 231-11 332,353.83
HcGlaty, Ear.lel 5 Ha? 231-23 349,553.33
Sharoa Eossplacs S: 31
KcGulre, Stapian i Hap 233-5 35,533.33
Janet Land Or.ly Cross Ed.
HcSulty, Joseph 1 Hap 289-58 363,483.33
Judlti Cottage Lot 3 Hand ?
Kaler-reterson, Sylvia Hap 232-21 333,933.33
Eoieplace Rt 18
Herrlgaa, Peter N. i Ha? 413-1 332,753.83
Hellnda L. Eoieplace Srook Hd.
KUetl, Joseph J. t Ha? 237-5 342,253.33
Barbara Boaeplace Cross Ed.









345,933.33 3 23,333.83 31,573.43
334,333.33 33.33 31,939.53
KltctisU, Patrick 4 Kap 2a9-19.2 ii2,m.U $3.}3 $1,843.02
Hlggecs, Paaela Raad Poad Rd.
Hose, Chrls'OFha: R. i Xap 224-42.2 542,233.53 S5T,633.33 S3. 33 32,356.75
Sherri L. QOiepiace Erooic Ri.
!(:=:., Cavil H. 1 Map 233-21.1 ?d:::l So3,£33.33 S33,473.33 33.33 j?::.l-
Riciard 'i. S/S Rar.i ?::d ?,i.
y.:=r., :av:l S. 1 Ka? 235-22 324,333.33 33.33 3::3.33
R::^.a:d 'i. Lot 3,\ Hi? Ra-d ?::d
HDe:., R::^.a:d E. i Xa? 233-33 333,933.33 345,253.23 33.33 33,513.64
X:::ow, Ha:i:- ]. Ma? 233-" 3:3,153.33 315,933.33 33.33 33.33 31,354.51
M:rrow, Mario: D. Ma? 233-14 331,233.33 33.33 3-55.34
Mo:35, 3a:ar.t^la Map 411-13 323,333.33 337,532.33 33.33
Lar.d Or.ly 2.'3 Erook
ii'
Ho:!, Gary D. I Ma? 231-43 353,333.33 333,243.33 352,353.23 323,233.33 31,352.45
;;a:.:y R. Eoieplace Leap 2oa:i
Moul, Jaaas T. Ha? 231-35 553,333.32 513,323.33 329,333.33 33.33 3353.34
Eoieplaca La:? Coaci
Houniai: Viaw Raaliiy ::u3Ma? 412-23 321,933.23 33.23 3529.93
La:d O^ly ?:5vi-:a R
Mou-tai- Viax Raaliiy TrusXa? 412-29 397,433.23 3171,333.33 33.33 35,532.54
Hourataia, Gizalla Hap 435-5 353, 753.
M
33.33 31,473.15
Trusiaa Xaiarfalls Trusilaad off Houaidi: Rd
Hurgatroy, Joaaaa ?. t Hap 231-5 335,533.23 539,333.93 33.33 3133.33 51,745.45
Wllllai3, V. 4 Rowa, J. S/S Eall Farlc Rd.
Hurgairoy, Rayioad J:, i Ha? 232-23.11 Loi 3 347,653.32 353,733.33 33.33 5133.33 32,739.37
Har;r.a H. Eo:apla:a Ca-itar Rd.
Hurgatroy, Rayaoad Sr. Hap 237-13 333,233.33 313,353.33 343,333.23 3123.23 3119.31
Ecieplaca Erooi Rd.
N'agla, Liada S. Ha? 233-114 325,233.33 313,833.33 33.33 3333.9;
BoEeplace Broolc Rd.
Nelsoa, Arthur K. I Ha? 236-1.1 352,558.33 364,452.83 32.32 32,331.43
Sliiabath Eoueplace Ceatar Rd.
Nslsoa, Arthur K. 4 Ha? 232-31 57,153.83 33.33 3173.23
Sliiaijeth fOn'ara Lot Caata: Rd
lialsoa, Audray N. Xa? 237-15.1 352,353.33 342,555.33 353,753.32 33.33 32,333.23
Salsoa, Lars L. t Ma? 411-23 354,533.33 351,713.33 3113,953.33 33.33 34,253.97
Saira H. Eosaplaca Pr oviaca R
Nalaoa, Paul a. Ma? 239-132 334,833.33 355,333.33 33.33 32,132,5:
Naubarga:, D3aald 2. i Xa? 239-9 1:: 15,15, 3'7,433.33 373,533.33 33.33 33,772.73
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N=w Siglin: ?::=i;:y f.i^ iii-l s:-, 533. 33 i:,i:i.:i 53.3! S3:.S:
S:W Ea:j;3^.i:= 5".::'.r:: pjwa: Ll:=3 Vdlua'.l:- at 143s 33.33 S14,33r.3:
JJei-an, Co:l3 C. Ka? 23:-13 S3:, 333. 33 335, "57. 33 J::, 933. 33 343,333.33 SI, 51:. 54
Soieplace Ce:;;: Ri.
;i3w-Hl:a I:vest:3::s Xa? 233-3 S32,733.33 322,533.33 33.33 31,335.34
Llaltrl E.'S Cross ?.l.
.^alssa:, Waltar H. I Xap 239-21.2 Se7,933.33 345,133.33 33.33 52,331.43
Dorothy f.. L/B Jl ?u::::t La:i
;;=l3=2a, Walt:: R. I Xi? 233-21.3 33,233.33 33.33 3''- ii
Corothy &. Laad Raad Poad Ri.
Jlil3=.i, Aras a. ( Ha? 2ai-3a 533,353.33 371,333.33 33.33 32,525.27
itiel S. Eoieplace R: 31
Nlro, iluto.:lo Ka? 436-1
Laad off K:-:-tali Rd
313,953.33 33.83 5432.79
Nordstroa, Joseph &. Ka? 239-53
Cottage I Land Ri:d
393,933.33 313,333.33 33.33 32,715.24
North Moodlands Ka? 433-1
Nevtry Tcvi 11:=
3495,633.33 334,592.33 $3.33 5337.13
Korth ifoodlaads Hap 433-2 375,533.33 34,333.33 33.33 53.33 393.74
N/3 Kashlagtoa Town Lias
Noyes, Lorralae G. Hap 2J9-24 Lot 1J4
Cottaga El? Raid ?::
344,333.33 33,953.33 53.33 31,158.39
Ny:, Gsorge P. I Hap 412-3 333,653.33 331,733.33 33.33 31,533.87
I3at=l C. Sousc/Ba:: P::vl::3
O'CIair, ::-.5la3 J. Xa? 235-7 333,353.33 333,153.33 53.33 33,354.34
A:: S::3?la:5 Dross li.
D'Clair, Douglas J. Kap 233-27.4 343,333.33 373,233.33 53.33 52,332.22
1--
Klllstreai S::u::::3
r:-.:.", Inl]:. :. f-i? 23;-43_ 337,253.33 333,333.33 31,3,333,33 32,537.41
C15=g:, ?:3l5:l:k 3. 1 Xap 233-135 322,533.33 53,253.33 33.33 3525.57
C:a:l;t;3 Dcttagj :-::v ?i.
D:la.-d:', '.'l:.:3:.:d i Ka? 434-12 543,433.33 3;5,3:3.3: 53.33 52,793.35
Halosskai, Lu::ll3
Cngood, y.::ha3l 'i. i Xap 233-22.22 343,253.33 335,353.33 53.33 33,225.35
J;a: Eo:efla:e lot 2 I:.
Osgood, H::^.ael «. t Ka? 239-39 349,953.33 $3.33 31,233.79
Joai Laad Erooi Rd.
O'SuLliva:, n?r/i J. J:. Ka? 233-23
Eoicplace Rt 13
323,933.33 352,333.33 53.33 32,355.34
Paga, So:30 1 ?a'il3tt3 Xap 231-E
Xcblla Eoae Eall Pa:
334,933.33 323,333.33 33.33 51,347.94
Palis:, Hic.':a:i 0. J:, i Hap 431-2.4 345,353.33 533,333.33 33.33 52,334.31
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Farjdlea, Cenals F. 1 Ha? 231-33 S3S,553JJ 345,553.33 32.33 31,935.3:
Jar.lce S. Eoisplacs r.t 31
?asq-.:alc, SararlirtO i Hap 23T-9 339,555.83 333,333.33 33.33 33,133.85
SlisQ Eaiias/Land Cross Rj.
Paaquerella, Nancy J. Ha? 411-24 334,553.03 33.33 33.33 3335.11
La.-.i off Frovlice 31.
Pavllk, David J. ( Ha? 411-1 551,433.33 372,053.83 53.33 33,835.85
Pu/liis C. Eoiseplacs Frovi:i:s R
Falkey, Lao:. 1 Xai):! Hap 233-63 392,353.33 513,553,33 33.33 32,557.94
Cottage/Lot Rand Pon
Pellstler, iliac J. Hap 235-12.21 $21,283.83 53.83 5513.84
Kobllehosie Cross Ed.
Felletlar, Irj.ir Hap 235-12.1 537,553.33 543,333.33 53.33 51,395.37
Eoseplace Cross Rd.
?ell3!:ar, Irsna Hap 235-12.2 535,353.33 33.33 S:"?.-;
Patars::, Canlal F. I Hap 235-1? 325,533.33 534,953.33 33.33 31,455.31
Fa'.ars--, Slwlr. C. I Ha? 437-2 327,233.33 55,733.33 33.33 33:3.33
Fata::;:, Isaialla V. i Ha: 23--" :.;::= 3135,533.33 3:4,253.33 33.33 -I.lil.l:
Fetars::, ifayna T. i Ha? 411-1? 321,153.33 53.33 3511,33
Fetrov, Faval V. 1 Hap 433-2 335,153.33 333,353.33 33.33 31,755.54
Sancy I. :ot;a;e;La:d le-r I:
Fietteplare, Sveratt t Ha? 233-17 339,453.33 335,353.33 552,833.33 33.33 32, 153. 77
Earfcara 1/2 •/ HC SiltSi Gu.'nlsoi/SiolcS Lot
Fickul, JosapS 1 Ha? 239-33 557,853.83 525,533.33 33.33 32,259.3;
Patricia Earid Po:d ?.d.
Flac-arka, Sallla R. Ha? 231-41 517,853.83 33.33 5412.51
L/j Lcipstar Coac" 31
Fika, Johr. G, Tr-cstae Ha? 233-17 355,453.83
,
373,433.33 33.33 33,253.37
f.lar> :,. k Cavld E. Sousa/Lar.d Rt 13
Plka, Jolia G, Trustae Hap 233-7 55,753.33 55,853.33 53.83 5329.12
Ala: R. 1 Cavld S. Lar,d/3ar:i Rt 18
Plka, Joas G, Trustaa Hap 233-23 551,753.83 53.33 51,494.35
Jlar. R. t David S. Laid Ocly Rt 13
Pocxett, Paul ». I Ha? 233-23 515,933.33 523,553.88 53.33 3133.33 3354.59
teda Eoieplace Erook Rd.
Pockstt, Paul V. 4 Hap 233-15 521,833.88 53.33 5533.23
Jfa.da Lot 2 S/S Frovl-ca Rd,
Porter, Rayiocd L. Hap 239-23 543,133.88 525,188.83 53.83 51,653.44
Eoaepiace Lot 6i Ei?
Potter, Hicliael a. k Ha? 236-7 536,188.88 548,453.83 53.83 52,846.11
Susan L. Eoieplace Cross Rd.
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Fowars, Ilioias a. i Hap 437-5 S53,623.33 S3I,216J3
Carsslla S::eFla:e F.'. -l
?:w=:5, Ti-as H. 1 Xa? 431-5 $133,3:3.33 311,331,33
?:wr:=, V:llla: R. ::: 1 Xap 231-:3;:4 3137,253.33 333,533.33
Sara): 3. G;3he: C::i- li.
?:-.-.:, :a:53 C. Xa? 233-25 3:3,353.33
CjtUji/La.".! < 3 2::
?::::, Xa::ly: :. Xa; 235-31 345,353.33
.-:::t::, 2:11: J. i Xa? 233-11.1 333,333.33
Xa::ela La::;5.:li::5 Cr-s
r'iS.ic sirv.ca uccpar-y S.iCtri; uliai svaluati"; at 143^
Cf Sew Eaipaiire
Pu-u.-;, ?.l!;a S. Xap 434-13 $73,733.33 343,253.33
Euiaplace Ensi Ed.
?..-::;, Rita S. Xa? 235-25 5155,433.33 33,735.33
L/D ?:3vi::a;=:3ck R
?u:3o:t, Rita S. Hap 235-15 329,253.33 32,724.33
L/3 5/3 E:-:i/?-:vla
Fu".5ll, .^::5 C. Map 234-23 351,833.33 343,233.33
HasepLace 3: 18
Puriell, ima D. Xap 234-23 $71,133.32 $14,434.33
La:.i/3ulldiig S/S St
PurselL, Der.:l3 i Xap 411-4 $45,933.33 $732.33
Kelly, Xary P. Land Oiilj P-jVlc:; S
Ealtta, Jaffraj 4. Sap 412-12 $35,933.82
Ej£c?la:a urscic Ed.
Eaed, Rage: L. i Hap 233-28.1 S4a,63«.83
S'uSla L Eoieplaca E::ok Rd.
Rsed, Thojas S. Xap 2»8-23.2 Lot 1 $42,233.33
Eoneplace Srook Ed.
Ratter, aiaa G. I Xap 4J2-3.3 $43,133.33 $31,751.33
Rlchioad, Pilllp L. Jr. Xap 2J9-58 $95,533.83
C:ttagr Lot 5i5 Ha:d
?.::k::t, Paul 1 Xap 43"-3 341,553.33 325,733.33
.r.QiCQyr.r , h*.". Lc'd Cnlj ?.. 31
Ri33ala, Xark S. I Xap 232-3^2 333,333.33
Valaria J. E;:eplace Rt 31
R:bbl:3, Katl^sry: L. Xa? 411-22 335,353.33
E;:e;la:5 3:::v li.
R::;rt3, R::=:ta S. Xa? 232-3 353,733.33
E-ie?la:5 2;3 R: 13
Rcbarts, Roberta I. Xa? 232-7 311,4:3.33
Anaatja Land HZ R:
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R;b::ia:i, Bra'::: V. Ka? 4i:-21
Ecieplace 3:;:k Rd.
35:, 733. 33 345 ,133.33 344,9:3.33
3::illa:i, Brat:: V. Xa? 412-13
Land S/3 Brcok Rd.
557,153.33 337 ,435.33
Hobillard, Bratori V. Xap 412-23
Land Only Brook Rd.
$13,733.33
R;gr:3, »a::=- 3. J:, Xa? 234-22
E02eplace R: 13
353,133.33 344 ,344.33 533,253.33
?v:llla3, '(tj-ri3 Xa? 233-17
Eoieplace Province R
321,533.33 554,733.33
Ro33, 3cya.- Xa? 233-24.2 337,533.33 524,133.33
4 Tracey L. Land/aldg 2ro33 Rd.
Rd33, Jo3=ph J. 3:. 1 Hap 239-132 333,333.33 333,333.33
Salar.r. X. A-.''ra;e/Land Broct R
Eo33, Todd 1 Xap 231-15 535,353.33 338,433.33
Svere;;, Judith XoSilehoie Rt 31
R:::33aau, Alfred X. i Xa? 239-92 S54,B33.33 333,233.33
Ida B. Cottage Lot 12 Eocny
Ru333:i, Hu'^ i. i Xa? 233-3 531,433.33 341,553.33
George g. Xobilehcie Cross Hd.
Ru33ell, Eutfi A. I Xa? 233-iJ 321,638.83 52,733.33
George E. Laad/Sar.i Cross Rd.
Rya:, Tr,:ia3 F. 1 Xa? 233-113 534,633.33 313,333.33
:a:.et R. .Hobiienoie/Shed Eroo
Sagaly:., «??.?. K. 1
r-
''': 353,353.33 31 723.33
Raphael, A." Sawyer Lot Re 31
Silnd::, Ri:ha:d E. i Xa? 239-13.3 343,335.33
Ha:ga:et 2. L;: Rand Rend Rd.
Si:?=3:i, Euxari A. i Xa? 23:-4 Let 2 334,333.33 355,433.33




aarge::, Herrill i Xa? 234-34 333,353.33 341,353.33
Bcnnle X. S;S Rt 13
Savage, i'ocdrjw V. Jr. i Xa? 239-113 324,333.33 333,333.33
L::d3;:3:, Laurie Land.'EulIdlng Ercck
Scarlett, Kevin X. i Xa? 412-23 338,853.33 337,453.33
Carle-.6 R. Eoieplace S/S Brock Rd,
Scarlett, Revir. H. 4 Xa? 412-24 312,733.33
Carlene R. LuCas La.-d Province Rd
Sche-idler, Sylva- i Xa? 431-22 3122,533.33 354 ,749.33 3147,353.33
Virginia Eoaeplace Leap Coach
Sche^dler, Sylvaa 1 .Xap 431-12 353,753.33 33 ,353.33
Virginia L/0 E/S Leipster Coa











































S:ha:ils:, Sylvan 1 Hap 431-14
Virginia PeU: iyo'.te La:i
ScheufJler, Sylvan i Hap 43:-4
Virginia Trow Lot
Schsndler, Sylvan 4 Ka? 431-15




ScJ'.enilsr, Virginia Xa? 431-23 Lot 1 3115,4:3.33 $3,454.33
N/S Lejpster Coact R
ScMerloh, Derelc V. i Rap 411-13 $29,183.33
Karlanne K. Land Only Center Ri.
S:^Jleiie:, Xar:< V. I Kap 233-27.2

































Lot on Srooic ?.d.
Xa? 235-14.1
Land Only Brock ".d.
Xa? 411-9.1







Shepard, Ricky ». i Xap 411-7.2
Nancy L, Land Only Ekberg Sd.
Sherian, Tlioaas X. i Xap 235-33
Rar^-yn J. EoBeplace Center Ed.
Shields, Patricia N. Xap 232-32
Soieplace Rt 31
Shlnners, Peter E. i Xap 236-12.1
Katileen Z. Eoseplace Center Hd.
Sliver, Randall H. Rap 434-3

























































::=a:, Ralp!i S. i Xa? 231-37 332,133.33
:U:a ?. !(:blleh;-= R; 31
s:^::1":' Hjt^rt n Xap 411-33
E::5?la:9 Hr:ck :.i.
332 ,553.33
32i!;:., Carl/la ?.. i Xa? 412-14
L/O if/3 E:::k ?:.
337 ,533.33
3:i;;X 2:gens ?. i Xap 233-23 343 ,5:3.33
S:l";:;, ?:al:i: M. i
r^ '?-'--
343 ,533.33






lialf « Siltli, Earjld Hi? Ea.'.! ?;ii Ri.
33i;h, Harald 1 Sthel Xa? 235-31 L;l 15 34,633.33
half H S:ith, F:ei:lc El? Eaud ?:nl Ri.
S:lth-;!=W3an, Lisa Xa? 235-54 315,253.33
Eoieplacc ::::k Rl.
Siill., Xario-i ?. Ka? 412-33 33,833.33 3533.33
Sewbu:y/Su:ape9 ::w:
S:lth, Robert C. Xa? 235-17 S:;:i Rd 311,333.33
half k/ ?hettaplece Gunnl3o:i/Shol5a Lo:
Sslth, Robert J. 4 Hap 233-5 Lot 2 333,433.83









Soaerset Savings Bar.k Xa? 235-97
Caspgrouad Rand Fo:d











Stairs, AathG:;y R. 1 Xa? 235-75 Lo: 13 3:5,753.33
Stan.oud, Roy S. Xa? 237-lli
Starcher, Christopher 2. iXa? 231-17
<:."' Ha"?





























Ste7e.is, Kerry A. i Xa? 235-15






















3:=vr:3, Kerry A. i Xa? :2:-l:
Cetcrai 1. La.ii CuLy Ce:'.=: ?.i.
S:5va.i3, Ki-y A. k Xa? 235-1-
Deborah L. La:.! Ocly Zv-U: Hi.
S:3var.3, Willla: H. I Xa? 2S5-13 339,533. 23 S23,943.33 3:3,4:3.33 323,332.33 3133.32 31,:3:.44
Xaiell:e L. snepla:; CeiU: ?.l.
3:rV::i, Xmia: S. i Ma? 235-2: 323, 733. 33 32,333.33 33.33 5713.53
Xdiell.'.e L. Barr./Ler.d 5/3 Cait;: Hi.
Steveas, ii'llllai a. k Xa? 237-15 313,233.33 3152.33 33.33 34.65
Xaiell:? L. Lar.i 0:ly 3:l::<ya:i Hi.
Stevens, illlUai 3. i Xa? 235-13 332,453.33 334,433.33 33.33 31,513.5:
Deborai E. Ecisplacs 3:l:iya-i Hi.
Straw, R3tirt A. t , Xap 233-45 L:t 7 338,353.33 572,333.83 53.33 53,932.25
Hurlel X.
'
EoaepUce S;? Ra:i Fo:i
Straw, Robert A. I Xa? 239-45 Lot 5 572,333.33 52,253.33 53.33 51,815.21
Hirlel X. Laud/Ejlliiig Hi?
Suare:, Rlchari L. I Xa? 232-14 542,253.33 533,733.33 33.33 53,347.99
Ton! C. Eoseplace XLiiiery Hi.
lavares, George ?. Xap 432-3i 35,633.33 53.33 $135.52
Koblle Eose Eallpark Rd.
laaaey, Johu X. i Xa? 235-29 536,133.33 545,553.33 53.33 51,975.53
Jea'i X. Eoaeplace 3^.ole= Hi.
Terwlllljer, Gorir. Xa? 239-54 5173,153.33 514,333.33 33.33 34,525.32
TervllUger, Gorio: Xap 203-13.1 3121,533.33 3"35.23 33.33 517.31
NX/S Ha.ii ?:r.i Hi.
Tierlaul:, Xarrel 1 Ellia y.a? 223-33 3:3,532.33 335,333.33 33.33 32,252.23
Ti^errle:, G:ri;: 3. 1 Xap 225-115 325,732.33 322,3:3.32 32.32 31,7:5.25
Thcrzgrefc, Ja-et P. :Up 437-4 343,333.33 323,333.33 53.33 3130.33 31,4:3,32
Ecieplace Ht 31
:owr.3. Jay X. Xap 431-17 323,333.33 31,333.33 53.33 324.23
Sarger.: Lot
Troiasiorff, Frei 3. I Xap 234-19 354,333.33 553,353.33 33.33 52,975.33
Sleancr X. Eoieplace Ht 13
Truell, Slroy X. Jr. t Xap 235-3.11 353,533.33 315,933.33 33.33 51,502.33
Taacy A. S/S Cross Hi.
Turner Xary L. Ka? 239-11 513,713.33 57,153.33 33.33 5432.21
third w Apholt t Locke Lot 22 Cottage ;-::ol3
Turner Xary L. Xap 233-13 513,513.33 53.32 5329.35
third w Apholt * Locke Lot 18 & 19 Raiid Pond
Turr.er Xary L. Xap 239-73 513,366.67 53.33 5316.21
t^rd V Apholt i Lccke Raii Fond Hi.
Vltale, Eeary ?. 4 Xa? 239-47 5133,853.33 523,353.33 33.33 32,125.64
Cor.rile D. Cottage Let 5 Ha:i roai
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Walter, Jaies P. 1 Map 236-3
Eo:epla:e Cross Rd.
333,133.33 3112,533.33 33.33 $3,453.34




$33,833.33 353,453.33 33.33 32,159.3:
WarburtoQ, nrglsla T. Xa? 222-11
Eoaeplace Xuiiery Ed.
313,553.33 321,333.33 343,333,33 33.47
Warburtoa, Vlrglala I. Ha? 232-12
Land Cnly Xuiiery Hd.
315,853.33 33.33 3437.77
Warren, Pa'il'i? B. Hap 233-22.1 335,533,33 3744.33 $3.03 313.33
Vit=o:, Frank S. Hap 437-7
Cq'.'is Land
3:3,433.33 33,33 31,252.23
We:;w;rt:, ^"li R. Sr,
?a:li-e L.
lya? 23?-4; L:: 3
C:ttigr Hi? Hand ?:nd
3113,333.33 337,3:3.33 33,33 33,533.3:
V3;:o-e, Walt;r W. 1
Dal;y 3.
Ha? 23?-131 344,333.33 321,453.33 33.33 31,531.15




314,2:3.33 33.33 3:33. :;
*hit=, 31cJ:ard L i
Beverly £,
Ha? 231-i: i 13 357,133.33 333,3:3.33 33.33 33,751.33










Wiggins, Frank S. Hap 434-4
Harold Lot of: rrovin:
313,233.33 52,333.33 $3.33 353.73









341,153.33 327,753.33 33.33 31,557.33
Wlllett, Andrea L. Hap 233-2
Hoieplaoe Cross Rd.
333,553.33 392,753.03 33.33 $2,933.85
WiUett, Andrea L. Ha? 233-3
Land S/S Cross Rd.
319,333.33 $3.3-3 3459.33
WlUey, Hary Hap 235-9
Land :n Cross Rd.
355,333.33 $3.33 31,352.45
WilllaES, Hlchael R. t Hap 235-1 $37,253.33 527,133.33 33.33 $1,557.27
Paicla Ann Lotl Sastaan SD Cross Rd..
Wllliass, Robert J. Hap 239-53 $93,633.33 $35,553.33 $3.33 33,243.85
Cottage Lot 3 Rand ?
KlUlaasoa, Esther G. Ha? 412-1.1 359,253.33 $33,133.33 $72,453.33 $3.83 $2,554.31
Trustee Hoseplace Hesser Ed.
WlUUason, Ssther G. Hap 434-15 $35,833.33 $26,353.33 $5,333.33 $3.33 S775.85
Trustee L/E W'3 Hesser ?d.
Winkler, 211en D. Hap 411-17 315,3:3.33 354,533.33 33.33 31,552.73
Eo:e?la:e :r::k Rd.
«l:te::-:l::, Bryan: L. i Map :31-40 S::,3}3.3: 3?:, 4:3.33 33.33 33,23:.?:
Kara:. A. E:iefliCc ".'. 31
Xirkkcli, Jsl-. i Xi? 413-:: S:'4,333.33 34-:, 333. 33 333,5:3.33 33.33 53, 3:3. 3:
Xo:i, Frrleri: Q. J: 4 Ha? 234-41.: 333,433.33 334,3:3.33 33.33 3:33.23 31, 5?:. 45
thirl W 3ha::: L. X:a:
X::l, ?:ala::: 0. III. 1 Xa? 231-14 343,5:3.33 3:5,433.33 33.33 32,4:3.75
S:a:ay X. Eoiaplaca I.-. 3:
V:rth, ::;o':^ij S. t Xap 23:-3.3 S3:, 333. 32 31,333.33 33.33 324.33
Ccc-a:' &. La; 1 Lespsta: C:a:;: Si.
Hrlgi:, P.alpi 2. 1 Xap 2J3-5 351, 3:3. 33 $57,153.33 33.33 33,325.33
Viola I. Eoaeplace/Har.al E; 13
Wright, Ritharl ?. i Xap 235-3 343,533.33 553,353.33 33.33 52,337.45
Lilya: S. Eouse/Laui C::33 Hi.
Xylia, Jij=3 S. Xap 413-14 332,330.33 33.33 3774.43
i.";;::r3t w Xisi-.a.-t G-r.ni=0!; laid
Yaglju, Siwari P. Xap 433-4 521,933.33 31,153.33 53.33 523.27
N-S ;(i3hi:3::: ::w: Lina
Yorishlra Tiiis: C:. Xap 437-5 3:3,553.33 31,723.33 33.33 341.32
S/S R: 31
Yorkshire liite: Co. Sap 437-10 554,553.33 3524.33 33.33 315.13
E/3 at 31
Young, Doaaa J. Xap 235-81 336,353.33 324,433.33 33.33 51,462.89
Eoieplace Lot3 Eoimy k:
Youag, Ziward L. k Xap 412-8 531,333.33 53.33 5765.55
FlorariCc S. Lot 2 Provides 3d.
Young, Katherlne &. Hap 237-1). 3 524,133.33 53.33 S533.22
C::=3 3d.
YurgeleS, Xlchael J. I Xa? 236-24 543,553.33 533,477.33 547,553.33 53.83 51,383.25
L. Eaatier Ecaaplace Ce:ta: 2d.
Yj:ga:33, Xichael J. i Xa? 235-25
:a:ha:iadi3, :i:::la;3 i Xa? 232-35 335,133.33 353,233.33 33.33 32,232.35
Patti E:;e?lac: 3t 31
G33hs.l ?o-r3t Trading Co. Xa? 411-13 575,353.33 31,372.33 33.33 345.33
Town lot







Lj:?3t5r Athletic Asaoc. Xa? 432-9 335,533.33 53.33 3335.72
Little League ?ield Ball Park 3:ad




















Brook Ei. S/S Hand Fon
Hap 232-34
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District, in the towns of
Goshen and Lempster, in the county of Sullivan, in the State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School Gymnasium
in Lempster, on the 9th day of March, 1996, at seven o'clock P.M. to act upon the
articles set forth in the Warrant. Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Warrant covering the
election of Moderator, Member of the School Board from Goshen and a member from
Lempster, and Auditor will be acted upon at three o'clock P.M., and voting will be by
official ballot and checklist. The polls will remain open for this purpose from three
o'clock P.M. until at least seven-thirty o'clock P.M.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Goshen for the ensuing two years.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose a member of the school board from Lempster for the ensuing five years.
ARTICLE 4.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 5.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the district will vote to determine and fix the salaries of school district
officers as follows: school board members $250 per member per year; school board
chairman $300 per year; school district moderator $50 per meeting; school district clerk
$350 per year; and school district treasurer $425 per year. (The School Board
recommends this article).
ARTICLE 7.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTWO MILLION
SEVENTY NINE THOUSAND SEVENTY SIX DOLLARS ($2,079,076) as recommended
by the school board, for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of school
district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district,
and to authorize the application against said appropriation of available income
esUmated at THREE HUNDRED TWENTY-FOUR THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FIFTY-
SEVEN DOLLARS ($324,657). (The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
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ARTICLE 8.
To see if the District will authorize the School Board to study the feasibility of
withdrawing from SAU 43 and to take the necessary action to reorganize into a new
SAU. (The School Board recommends this article.)
ARTICLE 9.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of SEVENTEEN
THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED NINETY-NINE DOLLARS ($17,899) as a deficit
appropriation to the 1995-1996 budget to cover increases in the cost of special
education and tuition costs and instruct the Clerk to issue a certificate therefore to the
Selectmen of the Towns of Goshen and Lempster. (The School Board recommends this
appropriation.)
ARTICLE 10.
To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($500) to be added to the Goshen-Lempster School District
Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (The School Board recommends this
appropriation.)
ARTICLE 11.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ELEVEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($11,000) to install an auxiliary power system (generator).
(The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 12.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.















GOSHEN/LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
PROPOSED BUDGET 1996 - 1997
1993-94 1993-94 1994-95 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
DESCRJPTION BUDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT BUDGET PROPOSED
INSTRUCTION
Salary-Teachers 247,220 253,721 302.957 310.065 308.795 342.857
Salary-Aides 3.680 4,367 3.910 4.003 4.156
Salary-Substitutes 7.000 4,942 8.000 9.050 8.000 8.000
Health Insurance 37.621 41.578 37.961 37.961 42.328 44.687
Dental Insurance 3.977 3.626 3.972 4.264
Life & LTD Insurance 1.625 3.239
Worker's Compensation 3.306 3,306 3.630 4.744 3.141 2.876
Retirement 4,690 4,777 7.346 5.350 6.456 7.966
Social Security 19.729 20.184 24.085 24.422 24.535 27.158
UnemplojTTient Comp. 4,000 30 2.000 325 750 750
Contracted Services 2,252 2.651 2.412 3.268 2.652 4.062
Repairs to Equipment 1.000 250 750 185 750 750
High School Tuition 507,575 465.371 520.164 561.543 628.049 665.443
Supplies. Books & Art/music 22.700 14.851 21.700 19.517 20.832 22.648
Textbooks 2.300 1.952 681 342 750 2.621
New Exjuipment 1.077 576 689 467 4.000 4.489
TOTAL INSTRUCTION 864,150 818.556 940.262 980,869 1.060.638 1.145.966
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Salary-Teachers 45.600 45.600 45,600 46.984 49.764 47.706
Salarj'-Aides 80.751 67,784 66,733 81,313 91.984 95.009
Health Insurance 6,223 6,924 11,658 11,658 8.095 8.140
Dental Insurance 987 736 710 757
Life & LTD Insurance 262 409
Workers Compensation 421 1.125 1,313 1.339 1.391 1.156
Retirement 3.205 2.547 3.204 2.537 4.189 4.381
Social Security 9,671 8.674 8.579 9.815 10.851 10.917
Contracted Services 37.500 73.828 62.800 56.283 53.600 47.142
Tuition 139.020 125.550 123.100 160,489 174.666 160.200
Transportation 27.065 26.520 31.420 7.827 16.623 16.500
Gifted and Talented 1,500 480 1,500 1.770 1.463 1.463
Supplies & Materials 800 1.511 1.300 1.538 1.500 2.100






Testing Materials 500 221 500 448 500 500
TOTAL GUIDANCE SER'VICES 500 221 500 448 500 11.700
95
93-94 93-94 94-95 94-95 95-96 1996-97
DESCRIPTION BUDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT PROPOSED BUDGET
HEALTH SER\nCES
Salan'-Nurse 3,700 3,700 3.811 3.811 3.811 3,812
Workers Compensation 36 36 44 44 37 31
Social Securit}' 283 283 292 292 292 292
Travel
Supplies & Materials 474 504 475 482 500 500
TOTAL HEALTH SERXHCES 4,493 4,523 4.622 4.629 4.640 4.635
SUPPORT SER\aCES
Tuition Reimbursement 4,000 738 3,500 2.282 3.500 3.500
Conferences 581 500 368 500 500
TOTAL SUPPORT SER\aCES 4.000 1.319 4.000 2.650 4.000 4.000
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SER\qCES
Salarj'-Libraiian 11,970 11,158 12,329 9.872 12.614 12.992
Workers Compensation 117 117 144 144 121 105
Retirement 339 312 382 276 406 440
Social Security 916 854 944 755 965 994
Supplies & Materials 500 355 500 636 350 350
Books 3,700 3,170 3,700 3.425 3.100 3.100
New Equipment 492
TOTAL MEDIA SER\nCES 17,542 15.966 18,491 15.108 17.556 17.981
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Salarv'-School Board 1,050 1,050 1.050 1.050 1.050 1.300
Salary-Treasurer 425 425 425 425 425 425
Salar>--Clerk 350 350 350 350 350
Salarj'-Moderator 50 100 50 50 50
Salarj'-Ballot Clerk 150 255 250 345 250 250
Salarj'-Auditor 1,350 1,350 1.350 135 1,350 1.350
Truant Officer 100 100 200 100 100
Census
Legal Fees 1,000 3,442 1.500 1.515 1.500 1.500
Insurance Treasurer's Bond 575 506 575 405 575 575
Advertising 700 870 500 1.797 500 1.200
Supplies & Materials 500 354 500 2.752 500 500
Dues & Fees 2.332 SO
SAU #43 Allocation 39.923 39.923 41.569 41.569 47.842 49.424
TOT.'U. BOARD OF EDUCATION 46.173 48.625 50.551 50.273 54.492 57.024
OFFICE OF PRINCIPAL
Salar>--Principal 41.650 42.251 20.825 18.201 33.320 34.320
Salar>'-Secretar>' 8,313 8,444 9.451 9.464 11.200 12.800
Health Insurance 6.223 6.173 2,914 2.914 4.511 4.850
Dental Insurance 247 508 433 462
Workers Compensation 487 487 354 354 436 382
Retirement 1,064 1.053 688 621 1.145 1.268
Social Security 3.822 3.832 2.316 2.116 3.406 3.605
Repairs to Equipment
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93-94 93-94 94-95 94-95 95-96 96-97
DESCRIPTION BUDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT PROPOSED PROPOSED
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL CONTINUED
Telephone 1,700 1.840 1.700 2.043 l.SOO 2,000
Supplies 1.500 1,354 1.000 1.093 1.200 1,200
Graduation 150 146 150 109 150 150
Replacement of Equipment 60
Professional Development 350 314 350 595 350 350
TOTAL OFFICE OF PRINCIPAL 65.259 65.894 39,995 38.077 57.951 61,387
OPERATION & MAINT OF PLANT
Salar>'-Custodians 20.935 22.095 21,940 18.197 20.246 20,720
Workers Compensation 1.377 1.377 1.732 1.732 1.336 1.368
Retirement 412 410 474 374 507 535
Social Security 1.601 1.632 1,678 1,450 1.549 1.585
Contracted Services 2.826 5.127 2,826 2.517 4.320 4.320
Snow Removal 1.500 1.200 2.500 814 2.600 2.600
Repairs to Equipment 600 490 900 1.610 600 1,550
Repairs to Buildings 600 8,225 600 -2.560 600 1,200
Telephone-Fire Line 75 4 75 75
Insurance 5,788 4.773 4.918 4.115 4,385 2.349
Supplies & Materials 9.000 8,496 9,000 8.683 8,926 8,566
Electricity 14.500 18.189 16.500 19.499 18.249 21.449
Fuel - Oil/Gas 16.000 15,875 16.480 14.074 13,777 15,011
New Equipment 1.690 1.619 300
Replacement of Equip. 1,300 548 548
TOTAL OPERATION & MAINT 78,204 89.512 80.471 71.053 77,170 81,253
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
Bus Transportation 50.923 51,423 52.451 52.541 54.024 55.500
Field Trips 2,000 1.615 2.000 1.671 1.600 1.600
Feeder Routes 3,500 5.436 3.500 6.053 4.500 16.500
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION 56.423 58.474 57.951 60.265 60.124 73.600








160.000 160.000 160.000 160.000 160.000 140.000
62.110 61.247 50.980 50.235 39.817 29.400
222.110 221.247 210.980 210.235 199.817 169.400
1,711,610 1.685.880 1.767.017 1.815.953 1.954.736 2.025.576
47.000 44.984 48.000 48.000 48.000 48.000
4.500 3.732 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500












NEWPORT SUNAPEE CROYDON LEMPSTER
$29,765.00 $26,027.00 $2,020.00 $6,688.00
$23,997.00 $20,983.00 $1,629.00 $5,391.00
$21,920.00 $19,167.00 $1,488.00 $4,925.00




$123,301.00 $107,814.00 $8,370.00 $27,702.00
$219,980.00 $192,351.00 $14,932.00 $49,424.00
ESTIMATED INCOME 1996-1997





Catastrophic Aid (Special Ed)














GOSHEN-LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE GOSHEN-LEMPSTER SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 4, 1995
ON A MOTION BY PHILIP KEELER AND A SECOND BY DANIEL HUNTER THE POLLS
WERE OPENED AT 3:00 P.M. FOR THE PURPOSE OF VOTING ON ARTICLES 1.2, AND 3.
The business meeting was recessed until 7:00 p.m. by Moderator John Williams. The
meeting was called to order at 7:03 p.m. by the moderator. Board members Paul Barrett,
Doris Adler, David Keeler and Donald Arsenault were present along with Superintendent
Liz Durocher and Business Administrator Allen Damren. Board member Fred Smith was
absent.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
John Williams was elected moderator for a one year term by 140 votes.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Goshen for the ensuing five years.
Arthi.ir Jillette was elected for the 5 year term with 68 votes. Other votes cast were as
follows: Ame Nilsen-66; Barbara Richards- 1; John Scranton-1; Nick Scalera-1.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
Donald Allen was elected auditor with 14 votes. Other votes cast were as follows: Fred
Bard-8; Renda Elmore-4; Henry Frank-2; and Ken Roberts, Darlene Morse, Tim Jacob,
Shura Keeler, Michael Shklar, Tina Kohanski, Henry Frank, John Hussey, Fred Smith,
John Michaels, Debbie Stevens, Barbara Chadwick, Jim Moul, and Ann O'Clair - 1 each.
ARTICLE 4.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or offices chosen, and pass any vote
relating thereto.
MOTION MADE BY DON ARSENAULT AND SECONDED BY JOHN MICHAELS. ARTICLE
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 5.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TWO MILLION FOUR
THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED EIGHTY-SIX DOLLARS ($2,004,486 ) as recommended
by the school board, for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of school
district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district,
and to authorize the application against said appropriation of available income
estimated at THREE HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY SIX
DOLLARS ($325,166). (The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
MOTION MADE BY DON ARSENAULT AND SECONDED BY FLORENCE MICHAELS.
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER DON ARSENAULT MOVED TO AMEND THE ARTICLE TO BE
INCREASED BY THIRTEEN THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED THIRTY-SEVENTY DOLLARS
($13,437) FOR A TOTAL OF TWO MILLION SEVENTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED
TVVENTY-THREE DOLLARS. This addition consisted of a water treatment system costing
approximately $9,000 that would care for the water problem at the school plus over
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$4,000 to pay for the school's share of a speech pathologist required at the school. Allen
Damren explained the water problem noting that it was not a critical one since the state
was not requiring that it be completely remedied until 1996. THE MOTION TO AMEND
WAS DEFEATED WITH A VOICE VOTE AND A STANDING VOTE.
There was considerable discussion regarding the burden of special education which
made up over one fifth of the budget. Superintendent Liz Durocher recommended that
citizens contact their federal and state representatives since the special education bill
#94-142 is up for review this year. Doris AdIer noted that the special education part of
the budget pays for 42 students' education Including out of district placements.
THE MOTION WAS PASSED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventy-seven
thousand nine hundred dollars ($77,900) as a deficit appropriation to the 1994-95
budget to cover increases in the cost of special education and tuition costs and instruct
the Clerk to issue a certificate therefor to the selectmen of the Towns of Goshen and
Lempster.
THE MOTION WAS MADE BY DORIS ADLER, SECONDED BY PAUL BARRETT. AND
PASSED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 7.
To see is the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE
THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS ($5,800) to replace the fire box in the original
boUer system and to replace the warm air furnace and further to authorize the
withdrawal of FIVE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS ($5,800) from the Capital
Reserve Fund created for the purpose of building repairs.
THE MOTION WAS MADE BY DON ARSENAULT. SECONDED BY HARRY STOVER, AND
PASSED BY A UNANIMOUS VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 8.
To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTHREE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS ($3,750) to fund the purchase of three
new computers and printers for use in classroom instruction for students in the school
district.
THE MOTION WAS MADE BY DON ARSENAULT, SECONDED BY HARRY STOVER, AND
PASSED BY A UNANIMOUS VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 9.
To see if the district wiU authorize the school board to apply for. accept and expend,
without further action of the School District meeting, money from any source that
becomes available during the year, as outlined in RSA 198:20-b, provided that (1) such
money is used for legal purposes for which a school district may appropriate money. (2)
the school board holds a public hearing on the expenditure of such money before it is
expended, and (3) the expenditure of such money does not require the expenditure of
other school district funds.
MOTION MADE BY DON ARSENAULT AND SECONDED BY JOHN MICHAELS. THE
ARTICLE PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 10.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. Given under
our hands this 10th day of February. 1995.
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Rudy Adier mentioned that the Capital Reserv^e fund still has a little less than $2,000 in
it. He suggested that the school district put any surplus funds at the end of school
years into this reserve fund for emergency needs.
Michael Shklar announced on behalf of Carol Stamatakis that there is a scholsirship
being offered this summer for 4-H Conservation. Any Lempster students may contact
the Conservation Committee for information.
Norton Best moved that a committee be formed consisting of about 3 citizens from each
town to spearhead a move regarding special education. The moderator said for people
interested to see Mr. Best after the meeting . Approximately 6 people raised their hands
expressing interest. Norton agreed to come to the March 7 meeting to work out details
with the school board.
John Scranton asked what the cost to the district would be if Newport withdraws from
the SAU. Doris Adler said Sunapee has voted to withdraw. If this move is approved by
the state, it is believed the Goshen/Lempster District would be invited to join either
Sunapee or Newport. The school board estimates that the costs within the new SAU
would be comparable to current costs.
Paul Barrett thanked Tim Jacob for serving on the budget advisory committee and
expressed his wish that Mr. Jacob would continue to do so.
ON A MOTION BY JERRI BRUNO AND A SECOND BY MICHAEL SHKLARTHE MEETING
WAS ADJOURNED AT 8:25 PM.





REPORT OF THE SUPERmTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Citizens of the Towns of Goshen and Lempster:
This has been a very busy year at the Goshen Lempster Cooperative School. At the March 1995
District School meeting the community supported Mr. Bonfiglio spending more time as district
principal. This has helped the daily operations of the school.
A District Wide Committee, consisting of school and comunity members, was formed in the fall
to develop a \ision and mission to guide program development. At present tlie team is working
on curriculum goals, objectives and learning outcomes as part of a required School
Improvement Plan that will be submitted to the State Department of Education in May. Along
with the School Improvement Plan, a Technology Committee has been formed to develop a
multiple year technology plan for the district. As technology is, and will be, an integral part of
everyday life we need to make sure that our children are trained in technology applications.
An issue that the district needs to continue to work towards is coming into full compliance
with the Minimum Standards for Public School Approval. Art, Music and Physical Education
were added to the curriculum this year. Next year guidance services must be added. We are also
in need of a certified library generalist and reading specialist. We have been submitting
alternative compliance plans to the state for the last three years. The state is now requiring
your district to come into full compliance.
The board of education has worked diligently to provide support for programs and technology
development, yet, holding the administration accountable for dollars spent. The Board, along
with the Budget Advisory Committee, has spent many evenings developing the budget that will
be presented at your annual meeting. This budget provides for a good solid academic program
for your students and is cost effective.
Since this is my last report as your Superintendent of Schools, I'd like to take this opportunity
to thank all of you for your support and encouragement during the last three years. 1 shall miss
working with John, teachers, community members and the school board.
Respectfully submitted.





The past year was filled with an enormous number of
educational and social activities at the Goshen-Lempster
Cooperative School. School staff and community members
are becoming increasingly more integrated in their efforts
to provide quality experiences for the children of the
community. We have realized that community/school
alliance is essential for good parenting and for good
teaching. We all work together to achieve a quality school
program by providing meaningful experiences for the
students. Some of the activities of the past year were:
JANUARY
The Goshen-Lempster Parent/Teachers' Club sponsored a
unique program with the classroom visitations of
Rex Roberts, an American Cowboy. Mr. Roberts, a working
cowboy from Northeast Oregon, entertained students with
songs, poetry and stories that are designed to close the gap
between the image and the reality of the American Cowboy.
Ms. Barbara Chadwick and Mr. Phillip Tirrell once again
volunteered their services as coaches of an intramural
basketball program. The coaches conducted after school
practice sessions for the students; the teams played after
school games which were attended by parents and community
members .
Ms. Wells' sixth grade class was lauded for raising a
donation of $150.00 for David's House at the
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center.
FEBRUARY
The second year of the Goshen-Lempster School's Winter
Activities Program was completed with students participating
in tennis, bowling, skating, downhill skiing, cross country
skiing, basketball, volleyball, craft making, sewing, model
building, and cooking activities. The effort involved all
of the school staff, but a great deal of the organization
was through the efforts of Ms. Maxfield, Ms. Parsons,
Ms. Howard, and Mr. Abendroth.
International 4-H Youth Exchange delegate,




Ms. Geuser and Mr. and Ms. O'Clair, working with
Eighth Grade students and their parents, provided the
community with a Ham & Bean Supper prior to the School
District Meeting. The supper was a fund raising event for
the class trip to Lake George in June.
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Mr. White and his Art students organized an exhibit of
student art projects for community members at the School
District meeting.
International 4-H Youth Exchange delegate,
Kerry Harmon, presented her experience of living in the
Netherlands to students in Kindergarten through Grade Eight.
Ms. Patrice Brewer and her Eighth Grade Class were
selected by the National Assessment Governing Board to be
involved in a research project aimed at validating eighth
grade achievement levels in history education. Ms. Brewer,
who was nominated as an outstanding New Hampshire Social
Studies teacher, was selected by the National Assessment of
Educational Progress program to serve as a panelist in the
U.S. History achievement levels-setting process.
Two Goshen-Lempster School teams participated in the
N.H. Odyssey of the Mind competition in Keene . Coach
Ms. Heather Downey and her team entered into the challenge
titled "Time Traveler"; the team members were: Julie Heath,
Josiah Downey, Matthias Downey, Jesse Gagnon,
Justin Lamontagne, Corey Shinners, and Jacob Shinners. The
challenge for Ms. Ruth LeClair's team was the "Scientific
Safari"; those students were: Ashley Decoteau,
Desiree Wright, Christina Wright, Emily Filkins,
Angela Carleton, Brian Johnson, and Angela Brown. Our
coordinator for N.H.O.M. is Ms. Heather Downey.
At School District Meeting, the Goshen-Lempster
Cooperative School District made its first direct investment
in the development of technology within the school. Tn a
separate article, $3,750.00 was raised to purchase CD ROM
computer equipment. The goal is to have a CD ROM unit in
each classroom. This was a wise investment; the role of
technology is to act as an enhancement for teaching students
to think critically, communicate creatively, and solve



















































































































































Ms. Maxfield's Third Grade model home was presented
at the New Hampshire Home Builders' Home Shov in Manchester.
The model would be judged in a competition of school
building projects entered from districts throughout the
state
.
Mr. Davidson's Seventh and Eighth Grade science classes
participated in an invention project through the Young
Inventors program. Staff members and community members
judged the inventions based on originality, creativity,
construction, usefulness and presentation.
MAY
Mr. Ekstrom and Ms. Wells and several parents
accompanied the Fifth and Sixth Grade students to Sturbridge
Village in Massachusetts. The field trip was intended as
an educational experience that would provide a realistic
look at rural life during the mid-nineteenth century.
The P.T.C. held a "Best of the West Fest" on Sunday,
May 7. The event, which included Southwestern cuisine and
country line dancing by KT Aerobics, was an effort to raise
funds for the Winter Activity Program. Many hard working
moms, working as the P.T.C, consistently make an incredible
effort to provide such functions; some of those parents are:
Ms. Jane Skeie, Ms. Judy Brenner, Ms. Jane Heath,
Ms. Kim Gaddes, Ms. Sharyn Bailing, Ms. Susan Scalera,
Ms. Annette Howard, Ms. Ginny Jacobsen, Ms. Chris Smith,
Ms. Tricia Caron, Ms. Kim Bevilacqua, Ms. Doreen Murray,
and more.
On May 9, in celebration of National Teachers' Day, the




The Eighth Grade Class made a class trip to Lake
George, New York. The three day excursion involved
educational tours, a boat ride, rafting, and a day at the
Amusement Park. The fund raising for and organization of
the trip was accomplished by the Eighth Grade students and
their parents; the coordinators were Ms. Ann O'Clair,
Mr. Doug O'Clair, and Ms. Tami Geuser.
The Goshen-Lempster Education Association awarded four
scholarships to former Goshen-Lempster students who are
enrolled in college programs: Joseph Abraham (UNH);
Kezia Montgomery (Colby Sawyer); Hillary Smith (Niagra
College); and Steven Smith (UNH).
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On the evening of June' 14, parents and guests were
welcomed to the Eighth Grade Graduation exercises by the
Class Salutatorian Betsy Edes. The Class History was
delivered by Third Honors Graduate Renee Osgood, and the
farewell address was made by Class Valedictorian
Melissa O'Clair. Awards were presented by Mr. Davidson and
Mr. Bonfiglio, and Newport Middle-High School Guidance
Counselor, Carolyn Fellows, addressed the graduating
students. The ceremony followed with a reception for the
graduates sponsored by the P.T.C.
On the last day of school, an av/ards assembly was held
to honor school volunteers and students for various
achievements. P.T.C. President Judy Brenner made the award
presentations, and the entire school viewed a slide
presentation of the Eighth Grade Graduates saying goodbye to
the Goshen-Lempster School. The highlight of the program
was the presentation of a trophy and a $300.00 award for
future projects to Ms. Maxfield's Third Grade Class by
representatives of the New Hampshire Home Builders
Association. The students came in First Place in the state
in the Elementary School Division for their Model Home
Building project.
SEPTEMBER
The new school year opened with a Welcome Back
assembly to introduce nev/ staff and students and to
establish a new theme for the upcoming year; the theme for
the new year was, "I choose to learn so I can make a
difference". Staff members that had left were
Mr. Allen Abendroth (Special Needs Teacher),
Ms. Carmen Eichhorn (Resource Room), Ms. Kathy Shinners
(School Nurse), and Mr. Donald White (Art). We v;elcomed
Ms. Patty Foose (Special Needs), Ms. Janis Belevance
(returning to the Resource Room), and Ms. Colleen O'Connor
(Art) as new staff members.
Dr. Lilyan B. Wright, a resident of Goshen, coordinated
and coached an after school field hockey program for
students. The P.T.C. sponsored the acquisition of the
hockey equipment that Dr. Wright arranged for through the
Nation Field Hockey Association.
The P.T.C. coordinated two projects in September, a new
school sign on Route 10 and work on the playground
equipment. The new sign is used to post upcoming events at
the school. Many parents were involved in the Saturday
playground workdays. Mr. and Mrs. Downey invested a great
deal of time in the venture, coordinating the construction
of a new sand box, the addition of "tire jumps" to the
playground scheme, the renewal of the mulch ground covering,
the installation of a very popular tire swing, and the
addition of a decorative v;aste container. Mr. Gary Dennis
checked the safety of the existing structure, replacing
parts and refurbishing bracing where needed. Ms. Kim Gaddes




During National School Lunch Week, Ms. Rachel Tirrel
and Ms. Henrietta Hodgman coordinated an invitation to
parents and grandparents to come in to school to have lunch
with their children and grandchildren. Approximately one
hundred people came in for lunch.
On October 12, Lempster Fire Chief Philip Tirrell and
fire fighters Barbara Chadv/ick and David Loring presented a
fire safety program to students. This very important
effort of fire prevention education is made by the Lempster
Fire Department every year.
NOVEMBER
A School Planning Team was formed to craft a vision to
guide the development of the Goshen-Lempster School into the
Twenty First Century. The team will utilize the vision to
derive working objectives for the improvement of the school
program. Members forming the planning team are:
Donald Arsenault (facilitator). Dr. Lilyan Wright,
Ms. Barbara Richards, Ms. Debbie Stevens, Ms. Ruth LeClair,
Mr. John Bonfiglio, Ms. Carolyn Fellows, and
Ms. Sandra Lord.
The teaching staff engaged in an ongoing work effort to
align the Goshen-Lempster School curriculum with the newly
developed New Hampshire Curriculum Frameworks. The teachers
have been working with Sunapee teachers to ensure that the
curriculum development is articulated for continuity from
Kindergarten through grade twelve.
The sixth annual Christmas Crafts Fair was held on
Sunday, November 19. Professional crafters were set-up in
the gymnasium and student craft tables were arranged in the
lunchroom. P.T.C. members, staff members and parents
invested an incredible amount of time and energy into the
fair. Santa (Mr. Arthur Jillette) and Mrs. Clause
(Ms. Rickard) were available for photos with children. The
food concession v;as organized by Ms. Judy Brenner,
Mr. Gary Dennis, Ms. Marianne Dennis, Ms. Ginny Jacobsen,
Ms. Annette Delaney, and Mr. Bud Decoteau. The many
activities, such as decorating cookies and taking hay rides,
contributed to a fun-filled day for the community.
DECEMBER
On Thursday, December 21, the music teacher,
Ms. Elin Peterson, conducted a Holiday assembly for parents
and community members. The students, assembled in tiers
before the audience, performed a varity of festive sinqina
selections. Ms. Peterson directed the student body in an
orchestra fashion to achieve the harmonizing of their
vo ices .
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School volunteers provide an invaluable contribution
to the educational program. They supplement the efforts of
the staff and provide a human resource that enriches the
students' school experience. The result is a gift of
quality time to the children. This comm.unity is fortunate
to have so many of its members serving as school volunteers.
Besides the people who give time, there are a number of
folks who make various donations to the school. Some of the
donations made over the past year were: in memory of
Ms. Myrgurine Johnson (funds to purchase library materials);
Ms. Donna Newton (a sewing machine for craft projects);
Mr. Michael Shklar (IBM computer); Mr. Robert Blackwood
(blue stone for a walk way); Ms. Kim Gaddes and
Mr. Steve Lamery (playground equipment); Mr. Joseph and
Ms. Heather Downey (sand, mulch and materials for the
playground); Mr. Paul Barrett (computer equipment);
Mr. Ernie Dennis Sr. and Mr. Gary Dennis (the construction
of a showcase for the Model Home Project); Ms. Carole Martin
(Apple computer); and the P.T.C. with the 1994 Eighth Grade
Class (a school sign placed at Route 10)
During the past generation, we have seen vast changes
in our social structure, generating new and complex
challenges. The one constant that remains is our strive to
provide a nurturing environment for our children. Tt is our
responsibility to provide a flexible, creative, open system
of education that accommodates the development of each
child to the extent of his/her ability. Tt is that
challenge that we (parents, school staff, community.
School Board) rise to each and every day; the quality of
this District's school program is a tribute to how well this

























POSITION COLLEGE DEGREE TEACHING LEMPSTER
Principal University of hiA M. ED 21 21
Special Education Keene State College BS 16 3
Grade 7 & 8 Worcester State BS 13 9
Grade 7 & 8 U Southern Calif MA 29 4
Grade 5 Keene State College M. Ed 18 15
EH Coordinator Rhode Island College MS 1 1
Grade 5 Keene State College BS 12 12
Grade 3 Keene State College BS 9 9
Art Pl>-mouth State College BA 1 1
Grade 4 Anna Maria College BA 11 7
Music Colorado State BM 21 2
Grade 1 Univ. of Vermont BA 9 4
Title 1 Pl^Tnouth State BS 11 11
Grades 2 Keene State College BS 20.5 20.5
Kindergarten Keene State College BS 10 8
Physical Ed PljTnouth State College BA 16 2
Grade 6 Keene State College BS 11 8


































REPORT OF THE SPECIAL NEEDS DIRECTOR
To the Citizens of the Towns of Goshen and Lempster:
It has been a pleasure for me to work with your staff and students since I become
Special Education Director last April.
Members of the school community were pleased tills year to have Janice Bellevance
return as special education teacher. It has helped the special education program to
have someone familiar with your students and their curriculum.
I sen^e as case manager and work directly with the students who are in out-of-district
placements and monitor very closely students who are in the various high schools.
During the next year we will be looking at ways to provide training that will enhance
j'our existing programs. I will also be exploring ways to offset some of the related services
costs that your district has. A constant challenge for me is to pro\1de transportation for
preschool and high school students. I am grateful this year for the faithful drivers we
have who manage to deliver students safely and on time. 1 will continue to explore the
most cost effective ways to pro\'ide this service.
Your preschool special education students are well served by our preschool coordinator,
Betsy Gibbs. Betsy is responsible for identification and senace coordination for children
ages three to six. Eligible children are pro\1ded senices at local child care programs.
Thanks especially to the wonderful parents who allow us to work together with them to






School enrollment for the last 13 years on the opening day of school.
Special Sub-
School Year K 12345678 Class Total TulUon Total
1983-84 17 13 11 25 19 12 35 16 9 157 61 218
1984-85 18 22 15 13 19 24 14 26 1 152 51 203
1985-86 21 20 21 22 16 21 24 14 159 61 220
1986-87 15 31 18 22 21 18 14 18 22 179 63 242
1987-88 20 29 26 23 23 23 20 15 20 199 66 265
1988-89 21 29 29 26 19 21 25 21 17 208 77 285
1989-90 29 20 23 30 25 24 24 24 21 220 73 293
1990-91 24 38 17 26 31 23 20 22 23 224 74 298
1991-92 21 37 20 13 29 31 24 21 23 219 65 284
1992-93 21 27 38 19 16 28 32 22 19 225 69 294
1993-94 26 23 26 36 20 27 30 27 24 228 72 300
1994-95 11 22 20 23 36 17 18 28 29 204 92 296
1995-96 27 16 26 18 28 37 19 24 28 223 89 312
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